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Chakravarti

I ndia now has 400 million internet users – second only to China, surpassing 
the US. Now, that calls for a celebration, isn’t? Indeed, it does. There is a reason 
to celebrate this number because, it opens up a plethora of opportunities – for 
students, for SME’s, for entrepreneurs, and for the Government to reach out 
to its citizens. Indeed, 400 million is not just a number. It must be seen as an 
opportunity. An opportunity that has the potential to be a game changer, as 
far as India is concerned.    

According to a report by IAMAI & BCG, the impact of the explosion of Internet 
users will be staggering. The Internet is already economically powerful: in 2013 
alone, it contributed to USD 60 billion or 2.7 percent of India’s GDP. This means 
that the Internet is already one of the larger sectors in the Indian economy, 
larger than sectors like healthcare (2.5 percent) and military (2.5 percent), but 
still smaller than agriculture (14 percent). It is estimated that the Internet 
economy will grow to over 4 percent of GDP by 2020, comparable to developed 
markets like the US, EU and Japan. The Internet economy is also an 
employment generation engine. The ‘Internet’ sector already employs ~4-5 
lakh people and is expected to create nearly 15-20 lakh jobs by 2018.

It must be stated that the Internet’s benefit is not fully captured by the GDP 
numbers - there are wider ‘ripple’ effects on the economy and society at a 
broader level. The Internet has the power to impact every aspect of life 
fundamentally, be it at the level of consumption, access to financial services 
and education, connectivity at work, interactions with friends and family, etc. 
And the Internet can impact each of these aspects in different ways: informing 
and enhancing the physical experience, substituting the physical experience, 
enabling broader reach of the physical offering by lowering the cost of 
delivery, and completely transforming the element-clearly a game changer.

However, the Internet user’ profile is going to evolve significantly over the next 
few years, opening up new challenges but also providing new opportunities 
for all stakeholders involved. The opportunity is huge, but action is required 
on key fronts to make this a possibility. This, for a later day though.

In this issue of your magazine, we have tried to capture this very essence of Internet 
and how it has given rise to budding entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship. You will 
read some wonderful start-up stories - how internet became an enabler for 
them to realize their passion, and their zeal to do something different and to 
contribute meaningfully to the society. 

As usual, we look forward to your feedback. Enjoy reading!

Sincerely,
Nilotpal Chakravarti
nilotpal@iamai.in
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INBOX

C. Sridharan
Chennai

It is a pleasure reading your monthly issues, which are always full of new and 
insightful perspectives. I find all the interviews and articles relevant and well 
articulated by the respective experts. I preserve all the issues as these 
provide me with ample reference materials for my deeper understanding 
about the industry. Keep up the good work.

A. Goswami
Bangalore

I enjoyed reading the November issue of your magazine. It had the right mix 
of content in the form of interviews, articles and news features. The 
magazine is improving every month and indeed it is a pleasure to read the 
expert articles articulating their views on very important issues concerning 
the digital industry. Well done team Thinking Aloud. 

S. Bora
Kolkata

I was really pleased to read the issue. It was pertinent, and in the right spirit.  To 
my mind these are exciting times for the industry and it will be really good for the 
government to provide some support to the digital industry. The digital industry 
needs some governmental support and the government will do well to look into 
the aspirations of this important industry. I firmly believe the digital industry can 
really play a pivotal role in shaping the future of India in a positive way. 

V. Sethi
New Delhi

The November issue was very relevant and it hit my desk at the right time. I 
was struggling to really comprehend the real issues plaguing the digital 
world and the set of expert articles and interviews greatly helped me clear 
my doubts. The articles were very well written, researched and presented a 
balanced point of view. 

N. Khan
Mumbai

The November issue was great. The issue had wonderful line up of articles 
and interview. The research section adds more value, and helps me 
understand the recent trends in the industry. The magazine is a must for 
people like us who swear by digital. Great work from the editorial team for 
covering issues that are relevant and pertinent. I wish you all the best. 
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Lavin Punjabi
President, Affinity

“Video advertising is one of the biggest things to
watch out for” - Lavin Punjabi, President, Affinity

Lavin Punjabi - President, Affinity, in an exclusive interview to Thinking Aloud, talks about the evolution of digital 
advertising and more specifically, why video will be the biggest medium to watch out for. 

TA: The #mobile #advertising sector is skyrocketing. Especially, video advertising is growing at a rapid 
pace. What innovations will run the industry in 2016?
LP: Everything mobile is skyrocketing right now, advertising is just a part of it. It’s a rising tide. Within advertising 
itself, of course video advertising is one of the biggest things to watch out for. Its passive form along with 
storytelling is what has worked for it on TV, and it will continue that ride in digital in a richer way. #Innovative ad 
formats will continue to bloom as ad tech companies start understanding the mobile user better - what 
connects, what is boring, how to #engage, how to tell a fun #story, amongst many others. And this will occur 
across the landscape of publishing companies and social platforms (twitter, instagram, pintrest, snapchat, etc). 
And of course, Facebook’s and Google's advertising innovations will continue to grow.

TA: Still mobile advertising sector is terra incognito (#mobileunexplored) for many brands. How should 
the brands plan to tap the potential effectively?
LP: It’s a land of opportunity. Brands will continue to evolve as per modern day lifestyles and habits of their 

consumers. Today, almost half of the time spent on media consumption comes from mobile, 45% to be precise. 
That’s where the audiences are. And the budgets there are 2% of total media spends. To tap into the growing 
mobile advertising sector, brands have to do 2 things - 1. Break out mobile advertising into a dedicated team. 
It’s a medium worthy of its own line item (#ineedspace). Stop considering it a subset of Digital. Why? Because 
mobile is much richer than your conventional desktop advertising. It’s new. It’s fresh and it’s powerful. (#imsexy) 
2. Engage with your agencies and go beyond basic metrics like CTR and Sales (#smellthecoffee). Look for 
#effectiveness of each mobile media option independently, and pick the one that works for your brand 
category. 

TA: Can you quickly elaborate on the understanding of the complexities of the mobile advertising 
ecosystem?
LP: That’s a subject that requires more than just a paragraph. But the one I would like to highlight is the 
#creative. In mobile, you can’t simply take your offline and desktop ads and slap them on mobile. As I said 
earlier, it’s a medium richer than TV - the mobile is a TV, camera, torch, map, your personal concierge of sorts 
all rolled up into a device that goes with you everywhere. When you stitch all these elements into your 
#messaging, you’re emotionally connecting (#iheartyou) with the consumer. And that’s golden.

TA: How big a role will #cross-channel personalization play in the further growth of the mobile advertising 
industry?
LP: Winning over today's digital savvy customer is an uphill battle. With the increasing number of mediums and 
channels trying to get attention with marketing riffraff, users are getting frustrated. They don't want to be 
treated like statistics; they want a personal touch. As users jump from one device to another, brands need to be 
careful not to repeat their content. Brands also need to identify what users like and dislike and then personalize 
content to appeal to each individual - yes you read that right - each individual. This layer of ad-tech will be built 
into most ad servers eventually. It will become a default requirement on mobile in about two years. So I see it 
as playing an important role in the growth of mobile advertising.

TA: How is Affinity's M-Canvas different than the other mobile ad products out there? Kindly shed some 
light on the uniqueness of the platform!
LP: It’s a first of its kind storytelling platform for brands on mobile. It includes #kick-ass creative production, 
#accuratetargeting, serving it up in respectable #user-friendly way on original content sites (#contentisking), 
and driving user #attention. It’s unlike anything you have seen so far on mobile. It’s a #unique ad format, with 
a unique pricing model and a unique outlook (#ismellthecoffeenow) to mobile advertising.

It solves four core problems on mobile advertising - (1) Poor ad viewability (2) Banner blindness (3) Accidental 
clicks and most importantly (4) Storytelling. 

Using a myriad of smartphone’s sensors and features, M-canvas creates emotional connects with the digital 
consumer. This helps the brand tell an engaging story that increases brand awareness and recall. Imagine a 
coffee brand allowing a user to vigorously shake the phone to froth up a coffee on the mobile creative. Now 
that’s powerful and memorable.

TA: Apart from tracking and real time optimization, what are the other techniques that can result in 
gaining a better ROI?
LP: Let’s define ROI in this case as effectiveness, beyond just numbers. Mobile is a medium that can create a 
more personal emotional connect than TV (#excuseme). Every new medium requires its own standard metrics 
to measure its effectiveness. You will need to look at more than just CTR - time spent, engagement, brand lift 
and more.

TA: Finally, what benchmarks did Affinity set in the year 2015? Can you share some facts and figures about 
the same? And the plans going forward?
LP: M-Canvas has told stories for 103 brands on over 60 content partnerships. We’ve driven between 4 to 8% 
intentional engagement rates (#whatdidyousay) with our ads and had the users attention for 18-27 secs 
(#timespent). The plans going forward involve growing this exponentially, adding more technology and 
continue evolving as the mobile landscape evolves.
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Arjun Zacharia
CEO  & Co-founder, 
Wooplr

Ankit Sabharwal
Chief Product Officer 
& Co-founder, Wooplr

The approach to shopping in the fashion community is slowly but surely changing. Consumers are looking to 
influencers and peers for inspiration. They seek guidance to help make their purchase decisions and wardrobe 
updation seamless. In the past the only options consumers had, to explore the latest collections or newly 
launched brands, were advertisements on the television or on print media. And with over exposure of brands 
through advertisements, this resulted in branding fatigue. The interest generation to purchase cycle lacked 
relatable connect.

Now, with the emergence of fashion bloggers, consumers are fast shifting to influencers who are amassing a 
massive following on social media like Instagram, Facebook and Youtube. 5 to 10% of social media users are 
responsible for 60 to 80 percent of influence.

How consumers now look up to
individuals/influencers to update their

wardrobe (as against advertisements)
By Arjun Zacharia, CEO  & Co-founder, Wooplr &

Ankit Sabharwal, Chief Product Officer & Co-founder, Wooplr
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Emergence of Influencer Marketing
Influencer marketing has arrived in India and has opened up a world of possibilities. It is still in its nascent stage 
and not all brands are embracing this opportunity. But influencer marketing is a cost-effective and organic 
approach for brands to get closer to their consumers and be relatable. Right now, brands are extremely well 
placed to reap maximum ROI by working with influencers. Arbitrage is low with an abundant supply of 
influencers that are yet to be tapped. Influencer marketing goes back to the time when advertisements didn't 
exist and people depended on word-of-mouth. This native approach makes an organic reach to its target 
consumers.

Why do influencers generate value?
The influencing power that bloggers hold is primarily seen in the engagement with consumers. They trigger 
conversations and are seen as credible because they are just like us. They aren’t top models, but girls-next-door 
that are trustworthy and strike a chord. And, the relatability between followers and bloggers make a big impact 
on the final purchase decision.

A good fashion blogger also adds value and expertise because she discovers, evaluates, compares and 
introduces products to a wide audience. And the blogger also helps to explain how the products can be used to 
achieve a particular look, by putting them together in her signature style.

Real People
Consumers look up to influencers because of the relatability that a real person brings to the equation. Think of 
it as an e-word of mouth approach. Influencers usually give their followers in-depth reviews of the product, how 
they styled it and how users can put together looks with these brands. Since an influencer talks about these 
brands on their social media, it isn't looked at as an advertisement or promotion. It is inherently social. Hence 
brands can connect with their consumers directly and effectively. And then you have the collective 
representation of the brand. When you have 25-50 influencers talking about the brand in a span of 2 weeks, the 
impact is widespread.

A Fashion Community
A social fashion community encourages users to post looks, talk about fashion and share posts on the platform. 
To build a long term sustainable community we need grassroots level users to be engaged and participate on 
any platform. Take any global image sharing platform like Instagram or Pinterest – they have been built for the 
users, by the users and made viral by the users. The paid endorsements route is only good for a short term 
burst of interest, but will never be a sustainable model and will certainly not create a habitual usage.

Engagement of users
The success of a social commerce product lies in understanding how women approach shopping. Engagement 
is the key to maintaining consumer attention. In a market that was almost solely driven by endless catalogues 
and chunky discounts, providing an alternative -- a personalised, highly-engaged shopping platform is key. A 
place where women not just discover but also share their wardrobe specifics and where they can be purchased.

Applicability
Imagine a young woman walking in a mall and she sees this girl in an outfit she absolutely loves. Chances are, 
she won't approach the person to ask her where she purchased the outfit. If she chooses to, chances are the 
lady wouldn't be forthcoming about the specifics in granular detail. What influencers do is flip this situation on 
its head. So now, they proactively tell you what are the trends and styles to watch out for and include links to 
where those products can be found so that users can make an educated choice. Influencers make shopping 
personal and relevant.

Verdict
Influencers hold the power to shape the opinion of their followers. Working with them helps brands become an 
integral part of their online conversations. We believe the best path to success is equipping influencers with 
interactive and engaging content streams. With a strong content angle, we can put the pulse of fashion into the 
hands of users quickly and efficiently.
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India To Cross 400 Million Internet
Users By Dec’15 

The number of Internet users in India is expected to reach 402 million by December 2015, registering a growth 
of 49% over last year, according to a report ‘Internet in India 2015’, jointly published by the Internet and Mobile 
Association of India (IAMAI) and IMRB International, today. While Internet in India took more than a decade to 
move from 10 million to 100 million and 3 years from 100 to 200 million, it took only a year to move from 300 
to 400 million users. Clearly, Internet is main stream in India today. And the large internet users base is 
definitely a good news for the overall growth of the digital industry. 

In October 2015, there were 375 million internet users in India. Currently, India has the third largest 
internet users’ base in the word but it is estimated that by December, India will overtake the US as the 
second largest Internet users’ base in the world. China currently leads with more than 600 million 
internet users. This makes India the second largest internet user’s base in the world behind China, but 
is ranked first as the largest internet users in a free market democratic setup.

According to the report, 71% male and 29% female are Internet users in India. The Internet usage among males 
has been growing at a rate of 50% while it is growing at 46% for female users. However, in Urban India, the ratio 
between male to female Internet users is 62:38. Significantly, Internet users among females are growing at a 
rate of 39% compared to 28% among males.

Image source: www.qz.com
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Overall Internet Users

Internet By Gender

Source: IMRB I-Cube 2015, October 2015
209 Mn Urban Internet Users. 108 Mn Rural Internet Users

62%
38%

88%
12%

Urban Rural

Among the Rural Internet users, 88% are males. The Internet users among females are growing at 61% and 79% 
among males. 75% of the rural internet users belong to the age group of 18-30 years. Another 11% are in the 
age group of <18 years, while 8% belong to 31-45 years age group.

Further, the report finds that 32% of the users are College Going Students followed by 26% Young Men. Among the 
female Internet users, the highest growth has been among the Non-Working women. This segment has grown by 
97% over last year. This is followed by School going girls (36% growth) and College going girls (26% growth).

Significantly, there has been a huge spurt in the number of people accessing internet on a daily basis in Urban 
India. As on October 2015, 69% of Users are using Internet on a daily basis. This daily user base has gone up by 
60% from last year. However, the high frequency usage is not restricted to only the youth and the College going 
students; this habit of accessing the Internet daily can be seen among other demographic segments as well 
including Older Men and Non-Working Women. 75% of the Working Women access Internet daily. 37% of the 
male internet users are daily users whereas only 23% of the female internet users are accessing internet daily. 
75% of internet users among both genders access internet at least once a week.

Demographics

Source: IMRB I-Cube 2015, 209 Mn Internet Users in Urban India, October 2015
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The findings of the report further reveal that in Urban India, Mobile Internet user base has grown at a rate of 
65% over last year to reach 197 million in October 2015. The Mobile Internet Users have surged to 80 million by 
October 2015 growing at 99% over last year. The user base of Mobile Internet users in Rural India is expected 
to reach 87 million by December 2015 and 109 million by June 2016.

Interestingly, the report also reveals that out of all the Internet non-users surveyed in the 35 cities as part of this 
study, 11.4 million Non-Users are willing to access the Internet in the next one year and over 2/3rd of them 
intend to do so through mobile phones.

All figures in Millions

Mobile Internet Users

Source: IMRB I-Cube 2015, All India Estimates, October 2015
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“There is no perfect payment gateway
today” - Nihir Parikh

8 things businesses can learn from
the Tour de France
By Julie Woods-Moss (@juliewoodsmoss)

This year my summer started with a visit to Yorkshire, joining an estimated 3.5 million cycling fans to see the 101st 
edition of the Tour de France kick-off. As a relatively recent fan of the world’s largest annual sporting event, what I 
learnt was fascinating and has many parallels with my business life. Here are the 8 things that I believe businesses 
worldwide can learn from the Tour de France:

1. Beating the competition
The Tour covers more than 3500 kms over 21 days and yet, often the margin between the winner and second place 
could be in mere seconds. The closest margin ever in Tour de France was recorded in 1989 when American Greg 
LeMond beat his nearest rival by just 8 seconds! This is not much different to business - long competitive battles 
can be won or lost by the smallest of margins.

2. Everyone in the team counts
While there are twenty- two teams participating with each team having up to nine cyclists, each rider has a role in the 
team. The rider at the front is called the puller, he takes the wind force for the others who are called drafters and get 
pulled along by the front rider. Everyone in the team is there to support the team lead to maximise his chance of 
winning the yellow jersey. The team lead would normally ride in the middle of the peloton using 20-40 per cent 
energy than the pullers at the front. In business, success requires a combination of many roles and skills – all aligned 
to the same goal.

3. Recognition matters
The green jersey is the one worn by the leader in cumulative points whilst the overall winner of the tour (with lowest 
cumulative time) wears the yellow jersey). But there are multiple other competitions classifications running including the 
King of the Mountain jersey - this white jersey with red polka dots is worn by the fastest rider in the mountain climbs. 
The tour winner usually shares his prize-purse with the team – just like in business, where for motivation and recognition 
to be effective, it should be inclusive and engage with the fans and riders alike - employees and stake-holders.

Julie Woods-Moss 
CEO-NextGen Business 
and Chief Marketing 
Officer at Tata 
Communications Ltd
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4. Consideration
The Tour de France riders have a gentleman's agreement - riders can take a bio-break or 'pauses pipi' without trying 
to make up time on each other. Likewise in business, it is important to note that while competition can be fierce, 
consideration and kindness play a key role too in our business transactions.

5. Getting started
The tour was created as a promotion to help sell newspapers for the French publication L'Auto-Velo in the quiet 
month of July when many readers were on a holiday. Today the tour has an estimated viewership of 3.5 billion across 
188 countries. A lesson to always keep in mind - be creative in ways to get your business off the ground.

6. Free is good
The tour is unique in the world of sports, because it is free for fans to watch live and has become the biggest live 
sporting event in the world with estimated 12 million spectators along the route. The tour also generates $100 
million in revenue across sponsors and hospitality. Businesses are today beginning to understand that getting to 
scale customer-adoption based on free models can also have other profitable revenue sources.

7. Strategy and physical skill
Winning the tour, like in business, is the result of meticulous planning and strategies that everyone in the team needs 
to follow. A good example is the attacks & counter-attacks during mountain climbs - one domestique will surge 
ahead and force a rival team to chase. As soon as the pack catches up another domestique will surge ahead. The goal 
is to tire out the opposing team and requires strategy and skill in equal measure – much like in business.

8. Marketing matters
L'Auto's pages were yellow and that was the genesis of the yellow jersey for the overall winner at Tour de France. The 
maillot jaune has become a part of cycling lore. The maillot à pois rouges or polka dot jersey for the King of Mountains 
was decided by the then sponsor, Poulain Chocolate, to match a popular product. Good marketing never dates!

Le Tour has moved with the times, surviving two World Wars, world economic turmoil and even scandals to continue 
to evolve and capture the imagination of spectators worldwide. I hope these lessons from Le Tour will also help 
businesses to stand the test of times. On a parting note, let me congratulate Vincenzo Nibali and the Astana Pro 
Team - the 2014 tour winners! Allez Allez Allez, Viva La Tour!
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Founder of Jewelsify

India Retail and the road ahead-
A Customer and Industry perspective
By Hardik Kapoor, Founder of Jewelsify

The Retail sector has been at the helm of India’s growth story and the one which has evolved in a phenomenal 
manner from traditional kirana stores, rural fairs and owner-manned small and medium sized shops to larger 
format convenience shops and plush malls and outlets growing from pillar to pillar. The Government of India also 
stepped up to support many rural retail and indigenous franchise stores with the help of the Khadi & Village 
Industries Commission. The economy began to open up in 1991 resulting in a change in retailing.  

India has always been marked by its diversity in terms of geography, culture, language, religion and consumer 
preferences, which necessitate localization of products and services even within its geographical jurisdiction. Within 
consumer preferences also, there are other factors like status-oriented preferences and indulgence-oriented 
preferences. Consumers in the former category buy because they need to maintain a certain position in their social 
groups. Indulgence-oriented buying preferences, on the other hand are those where one wants to enjoy life better 
with products that meet their requirements. The above-mentioned factors have made Indian Retail Industry one of 
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the fast paced and dynamic industries accounting for over 22% of the GDP of the country and around 8% of 
employment, according to a recent report by India Brand Equity Foundation (IBEF). The Indian retail market is 
estimated to be US$ 500 billion and one of the top five retail markets in the world by economic value. The revenue 
from the Organised retail was INR0.9 trillion ($15.5 Billion) in 2009, INR2.4 trillion ($41.4 Billion) in 2012 and is 
expected to continue growing at an impressive rate to a projected INR5.5 trillion ($94.8 Billion) by 2019.

Of all the transformations and evolutions that the Indian Retail Sector has gone through in the recent past, the 
emergence of ecommerce has been the most outstanding. This digital transformation of retail is now changing the 
way Indians shop and how retailers operate. The surprising thing however, is that the recent controversies around 
retail are nothing if not provocative. The opposition of the liberalization of FDI by Confederation of Indian Traders 
(CAIT) earlier this month argues that it will damage the business ecosystem of small traders; ecommerce violates the 
rules of the FDI.  Incase of violation the govt and judiciary will take necessary action. The individuals or groups should 
refrain themselves in acting like govt or judiciary. This might be the matter of clarity of policy and its communication 
than violation. The opposition and arguments has panicked retailers and traders across the country who are now 
confused. But they miss the real point here. There’s no doubt that digital technology is transforming the face of retail 
industry. Digital devices are changing how customers discover, evaluate, purchase, receive, use, and return 
products. But the ecommerce companies are also sourcing their products from local suppliers and traders which are 
as close as your local grocer and vegetable vendor in some cases. And it’s not just the ease of access and availability 
of products, ecommerce has also facilitated many logistics and payment service providers to flourish under its 
umbrella. Paytm plans to set up 30,000–50,000 retail outlets where its customers can load cash on their digital 
wallets. The company is also looking to enroll retailers – mostly kirana stores – as merchants for accepting digital 
payments. This will go a long way to organise how retailers and traders organise and manage their finances. Again, 
there are ecommerce companies who have now set up retail outlets to take their businesses a step ahead. 
Ecommerce Companies are opening multi city distribution hubs for e.g. Surat, Mumbai, Delhi NCR and Bengaluru to 
accelerate deliveries. These also in a way contribute to the retail industry and account for its growth. The 
marketplace is a facilitator. Many times, there are discounts offered by sellers and a small trader sitting in a remote 
lane in Varanasi is able to sell his products across the country at a cheaper price with the help of ecommerce by 
keeping overheads low than he would be able to, by associating with technology. Ecommerce gives sellers the 
advantage of preferential pricing from logistics companies. We already are seeing employment being generated and 
retail getting more organised. I am certain there is more to come in future. About half of these sales go to these local 
stores. What these traders fail to see is that physical stores don’t necessarily need as much foot traffic as they have 
had in the past to succeed. Even if 20% of their sales are shipments from online orders to nearby customers, they are 
still valuable. Besides, more than 72% of India’s population resides in rural areas. Majority of the retail sales comes 
from rural parts. Shouldn’t there be efforts to bring about a positive change in the rural sectors to make them more 
organised? Villages have been underestimated for not only retail sales but even many of the microfinance 
companies either don’t have npa or it is very less than major banks. Business today is stuck in their own myopic 
thoughts, or their self-created golden mouse trap. The use of technology has enabled businesses to reach customers 
and vendors. One of the examples worth mentioning here is e-choupal. There should me more efforts like that. 
Companies like HUL understand rural retail with project shakti. With some approximately 48,000 Shakti Ammas and 
30,000 Shaktimaans, HUL reaches over four million households in 165,000 villages. 

And it’s not just Traders that ecommerce is helping flourish. Customers are benefitted equally if not more. With 
e-commerce, the consumers have a wider range of choices for the needed products from the variety of sellers. It 
gives greater control to consumer by providing easy-to-use ordering and payment & delivery systems that allow 
customers to choose and order products according to their personal and unique specifications. The time saved by 
not having to visit physical stores is a huge factor too. Many Ecommerce sites have policies like “30 day free Returns” 
which enable consumers to return the product if they are not satisfied with it. 

Ecommerce still has to reach a point where they are able to deliver their products to these places. Hence, physical 
stores still has an edge over them when it comes to reaching the interiors. Modern retail in India could be worth US$ 
175-200 billion by 2016. The Food Retail Industry in India dominates the shopping basket. The Mobile phone Retail 
Industry in India is already a US$ 16.7 billion business, growing at over 20 per cent per year. The Govt. of India has 
also been very open and vocal about encouraging the retail space in India. The government of states like Delhi and 
National Capital Region (NCR) are very upbeat about permitting the use of land for commercial development thus 
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increasing the availability of land for retail space; thus making NCR render to 50% of the malls in India. India is now 
being seen as a potential goldmine for retail investors from over the world and latest research has rated India as the 
top destination for retailers for an attractive emerging retail market. Recently The Government of India has accepted 
the changes proposed by Rajya Sabha select committee to the bill introducing Goods and Services Tax (GST). 
Implementation of GST is expected to enable easier movement of goods across the country, thereby improving retail 
operations for pan-India retailers.  Hence, looking at the data and reports, it is not justifiable to say that the Indian 
Retail sector is taking a backlash because of ecommerce. Department of Posts has introduced “Retail Post” to offer 
its vast network of Post Offices to third party in order to bring convenience to the general public by making third 
party products and services available in their vicinity through select Post Offices. Retail Post one of the key brands of 
India Post, offering utility services to the common man by providing third party’s products and services, thus 
providing convenience and affordability at the door steps of the common man. Retail Post leverages the vast 
network of more than 150,000 Post Offices across the country. The use of Post Office in India has not been as it 
should have been, but with time things will improve. 

Although, the Govt. of India has been quite instrumental in developing the retail sector in India over the last few 
years but there are certain clarifications and policy level changes required.

Change is the only thing constant and that holds true in traditional business also. Traditional non-vegetarian 
restaurants have also started serving vegetarian food because they have to move with the time and the demands of 
the people. And besides, India is a diverse country where food, culture and language changes after 80 km. No single 
company can suffice for the demand of over 1.2 billion population. On a more optimistic note, the fusion of digital 
and physical innovations have come to be known as “digical”—one that creates opportunities that most businesses 
have barely begun to tap. A digical experience is what the consumers want and have come to expect. A digital 
strategy, when well executed, can outperform competitors and turbo-charge profitable growth. Retailers may be on 
the front line of these changes, but no company can afford to ignore them. What we need to understand is both 
offline and online retail companies have to work together to ensure better prospects for the overall retail industry, 
while generating innovative benefits for their customers.

Nevertheless, the long-term outlook for the industry is positive, because of rising incomes, favourable 
demographics, entry of foreign players, and increasing urbanisation and support of the Govt. of India.

Understanding the Indian e-commerce consumer and the trends that are shaping the future 
•  Consumers in developing markets show willingness to use digital retailing options.

•  For online shoppers, the mobile phone has become the device of choice for accessing the Internet, with 75%  
 of users indicating that they prefer using them.

•  Most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by advertising, peer inf luence and recommendations.

The Internet has transformed the way consumers transact for their daily needs - be it ordering food, booking 
movie tickets or even booking a cab. Online shopping is one category which has witnessed unprecedented 
growth in the last 2 years. This revolution is largely led by innovations which in many ways are unique to India 
as compared to rest of the world.

Lack of credit card penetration, poor infrastructure, etc. for many years hindered the growth of this category. 
Despite all these challenges, online retailers have been proactive enough to come up with solutions to 
overcome these hurdles.

Cash on delivery as a concept is unheard of in  many  markets  and  has been a big driver for trial. Also, instead 
of investing in building in house delivery team, brands have been working on tie-ups with grocery stores, India 
post etc. to increase their delivery reach. There are many more such examples of innovation and customer 
centricity which is driving success for  Online  shopping  sites  and Apps  in India.

What is interesting to note is the emergence of category specific online shopping sites viz. Grocery, Jewellery, 
Spectacles and Lens, etc. which is also fuelling the  growth.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE
Globally, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing  sectors.  
As consumers warm up to the digital world, the  notion  of  
“going shopping” is changing. What  is  significant  for  
marketers  in  India  is that consumers in developing markets 
express the most willingness to use digital retailing options in 
the future. According to Nielsen’s recent Future of Grocery 
report, the figures  in  the Asia-Pacific  stand  at  60% on an 
average, those in Latin America stand at 60%, and the Africa 
and Middle-East  regions  show 59%.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS A SAY
The chatter around e-commerce on  social  media,  including  
positive and negative messages, has increased over the last 
year. Consequently, brands have become more focused on 
addressing issues voiced by consumers and proactively 
engaging with them. The efforts by  the brands - Myntra, 
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, Snapdeal etc., on  social media have 
paid off as fan and follower bases have doubled, and unique 
user interactions have grown a whopping 76 times over a 
one-year period.

For e-tailers, unique user interactions on social media have grown 76 times over a one-year period.

UNDERSTANDING THE E-COMMERCE CONSUMER
Recent usage patterns clearly indicate  that  a  significant  chunk  of Indian online shoppers access the Internet 
primarily on their mobile phones. According to the report Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track  on  Ecommerce,  Indian  consumers  now  prefer using their smartphone to access the Internet over their 
laptops and desktops. Moreover, as the market matures, consumers seem to be becoming increasingly 
comfortable with carrying out even intensive online activities like mobile banking and shopping, directly from 
their smartphones.

WHAT’S DRIVING ONLINE SHOPPING?
Regardless of which device consumers choose, most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by 
advertising, peer influence and recommendations.

I consistently saw colleagues sporting tech accessories that didn’t seem to be available at even the big electronic 
stores in town. I soon realised a wide variety of them were easily available in some online stores. That’s what 
converted me to a habitual online shopper. - Raj, Software Consultant in Pune

Apart from expecting attractive discounts, Indian consumers who are frequent Internet users  cite  convenience  
as  a  reason  to  shop online. In fact, more than one-third say they find this mode of shopping convenient.

Another factor luring shoppers online is the unavailability of the desired stock keeping units (SKU) in physical 
stores. In fact, a third of fashion users buy items online because the exact products they’re looking for are not 
available at brick-and-mortar stores.

I have several young nieces and whenever i visited them, i would have to make a trip to the local cloth market and 
buy salwar-kameez material sets. Then my neighbour pointed out that i can get a wide variety of them online at a 
discount, and have them delivered at home. Her assurance that she has never had reason to doubt the quality and 
authenticity either, prompted me to give it a try. Now i swear by it too. - Mrs. Menon, Homemaker

HOW DO ONLINE SHOPPERS CHOOSE E-TAILERS?
The crucial question for marketers of e-tailing companies is how  to ensure consumers will remain loyal to their  
marketplace  or  online store. According to our study, online shoppers are loyal to e-commerce brands, but are 
willing to  experiment.

When asked for specific reasons behind choosing a particular e-tailer, more than half of the consumers we 
spoke to said they bought from the same website they frequent, displaying an  increase in  the  number of  loyal 
customers.

A SHIFT FROM ‘ROPO’
In a clear indication of abating apprehensions surrounding online shopping, the frequency of consumers 
researching offline before purchasing online (ROPO), has reduced significantly. Concerns like authenticity of 
products purchased online and the need to try certain categories for size, are dwindling as  time goes by.

The rate at which online buyers regularly try a product in-store before buying online has dropped from 18% in 
2014 to 13%.

FESTIVALS AND THE ONLINE SHOPPER
Social media is a popular forum that brands can use to drive sales and festive-season promotions with 
consumers. For example, conversations on social media soared  during  Diwali  and  Christmas  sales,  as  well as 
during promotion events like the recent Google Online Shopping Festival  and  the Flipkart Super Women Week.

In 2014, brands and marketers increased their sales and  marketing efforts around the festival periods and  
national  holidays.  Now,  as digital continues to permeate the retail realm, e-commerce players are pushing the 
usage of mobile apps  through  added  discounts,  which has boosted app installations  around  days  on  which  
sales  were held. In certain instances, app downloads as much as tripled during sale periods.

Thanks to all the action around sales and promotion periods, the resultant spike in brand metrics like 
awareness, consideration and improved imagery has fuelled an increase in equity for e-tailers. As a result, 
festivals and brand-created “created events” have proven to be win-win arrangements  for  e-tailers and 
consumers.

WHERE IS THE NEXT ONLINE SHOPPER GOING TO COME FROM?
Traditional barriers to shopping online are fading, implying that brands can explore areas beyond the metro 
areas for growth opportunities. Moreover, consumers are no longer as concerned about product authenticity, 
cost and online payment, as they were a year ago.

When we look at growth areas, consumers from Tier 2 cities are leading the charge. In fact, over the past year, 
shoppers in these cities have dramatically shed many of the concerns they previously had about shopping online. 

The e-tailing industry is going  as  far  as  to  say  that Tier 2 may soon become the Tier 1 of online shopping with 
factors like advertising, affordability and trust –  driving   adoption.

59% of tier 2 online shoppers, as opposed to 47% in tier 1, indicated that online advertisements were a key reason 
to purchase online. Only last year, the two reflected similar levels of 38%, indicating that tier 2 is outpacing tier 1.

Factors like the speedy adoption of the Internet and declining concerns around shopping online, promise to bring  
good  tidings  for  e-tailers. The task now is to perfect the go-to-market strategy in light of the fact that brands are 
rushing to make the most of this trend.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
The following issue of Featured Insights has excerpts from Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track – Etailing and Fashion, a quarterly report aimed at understanding the e-tailing category and the changing 
consumer behaviour in the e-commerce

space. The data and insights have been derived from a survey with a base of 4500 online shoppers conducted 
across 12 markets - Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, 
Bhubaneswar, Vishakhapatnam and Patna.
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What Clicks With The Online Shopper?
By Dolly Jha, Executive Director, Nielsen India & Vishal Kamath, Associate Director, Nielsen India

Understanding the Indian e-commerce consumer and the trends that are shaping the future 
•  Consumers in developing markets show willingness to use digital retailing options.

•  For online shoppers, the mobile phone has become the device of choice for accessing the Internet, with 75%  
 of users indicating that they prefer using them.

•  Most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by advertising, peer inf luence and recommendations.

The Internet has transformed the way consumers transact for their daily needs - be it ordering food, booking 
movie tickets or even booking a cab. Online shopping is one category which has witnessed unprecedented 
growth in the last 2 years. This revolution is largely led by innovations which in many ways are unique to India 
as compared to rest of the world.

Lack of credit card penetration, poor infrastructure, etc. for many years hindered the growth of this category. 
Despite all these challenges, online retailers have been proactive enough to come up with solutions to 
overcome these hurdles.

Cash on delivery as a concept is unheard of in  many  markets  and  has been a big driver for trial. Also, instead 
of investing in building in house delivery team, brands have been working on tie-ups with grocery stores, India 
post etc. to increase their delivery reach. There are many more such examples of innovation and customer 
centricity which is driving success for  Online  shopping  sites  and Apps  in India.

What is interesting to note is the emergence of category specific online shopping sites viz. Grocery, Jewellery, 
Spectacles and Lens, etc. which is also fuelling the  growth.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE
Globally, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing  sectors.  
As consumers warm up to the digital world, the  notion  of  
“going shopping” is changing. What  is  significant  for  
marketers  in  India  is that consumers in developing markets 
express the most willingness to use digital retailing options in 
the future. According to Nielsen’s recent Future of Grocery 
report, the figures  in  the Asia-Pacific  stand  at  60% on an 
average, those in Latin America stand at 60%, and the Africa 
and Middle-East  regions  show 59%.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS A SAY
The chatter around e-commerce on  social  media,  including  
positive and negative messages, has increased over the last 
year. Consequently, brands have become more focused on 
addressing issues voiced by consumers and proactively 
engaging with them. The efforts by  the brands - Myntra, 
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, Snapdeal etc., on  social media have 
paid off as fan and follower bases have doubled, and unique 
user interactions have grown a whopping 76 times over a 
one-year period.

For e-tailers, unique user interactions on social media have grown 76 times over a one-year period.

UNDERSTANDING THE E-COMMERCE CONSUMER
Recent usage patterns clearly indicate  that  a  significant  chunk  of Indian online shoppers access the Internet 
primarily on their mobile phones. According to the report Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track  on  Ecommerce,  Indian  consumers  now  prefer using their smartphone to access the Internet over their 
laptops and desktops. Moreover, as the market matures, consumers seem to be becoming increasingly 
comfortable with carrying out even intensive online activities like mobile banking and shopping, directly from 
their smartphones.

WHAT’S DRIVING ONLINE SHOPPING?
Regardless of which device consumers choose, most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by 
advertising, peer influence and recommendations.

I consistently saw colleagues sporting tech accessories that didn’t seem to be available at even the big electronic 
stores in town. I soon realised a wide variety of them were easily available in some online stores. That’s what 
converted me to a habitual online shopper. - Raj, Software Consultant in Pune

Apart from expecting attractive discounts, Indian consumers who are frequent Internet users  cite  convenience  
as  a  reason  to  shop online. In fact, more than one-third say they find this mode of shopping convenient.

Another factor luring shoppers online is the unavailability of the desired stock keeping units (SKU) in physical 
stores. In fact, a third of fashion users buy items online because the exact products they’re looking for are not 
available at brick-and-mortar stores.

I have several young nieces and whenever i visited them, i would have to make a trip to the local cloth market and 
buy salwar-kameez material sets. Then my neighbour pointed out that i can get a wide variety of them online at a 
discount, and have them delivered at home. Her assurance that she has never had reason to doubt the quality and 
authenticity either, prompted me to give it a try. Now i swear by it too. - Mrs. Menon, Homemaker

HOW DO ONLINE SHOPPERS CHOOSE E-TAILERS?
The crucial question for marketers of e-tailing companies is how  to ensure consumers will remain loyal to their  
marketplace  or  online store. According to our study, online shoppers are loyal to e-commerce brands, but are 
willing to  experiment.

When asked for specific reasons behind choosing a particular e-tailer, more than half of the consumers we 
spoke to said they bought from the same website they frequent, displaying an  increase in  the  number of  loyal 
customers.

A SHIFT FROM ‘ROPO’
In a clear indication of abating apprehensions surrounding online shopping, the frequency of consumers 
researching offline before purchasing online (ROPO), has reduced significantly. Concerns like authenticity of 
products purchased online and the need to try certain categories for size, are dwindling as  time goes by.

The rate at which online buyers regularly try a product in-store before buying online has dropped from 18% in 
2014 to 13%.

FESTIVALS AND THE ONLINE SHOPPER
Social media is a popular forum that brands can use to drive sales and festive-season promotions with 
consumers. For example, conversations on social media soared  during  Diwali  and  Christmas  sales,  as  well as 
during promotion events like the recent Google Online Shopping Festival  and  the Flipkart Super Women Week.

In 2014, brands and marketers increased their sales and  marketing efforts around the festival periods and  
national  holidays.  Now,  as digital continues to permeate the retail realm, e-commerce players are pushing the 
usage of mobile apps  through  added  discounts,  which has boosted app installations  around  days  on  which  
sales  were held. In certain instances, app downloads as much as tripled during sale periods.

Thanks to all the action around sales and promotion periods, the resultant spike in brand metrics like 
awareness, consideration and improved imagery has fuelled an increase in equity for e-tailers. As a result, 
festivals and brand-created “created events” have proven to be win-win arrangements  for  e-tailers and 
consumers.

WHERE IS THE NEXT ONLINE SHOPPER GOING TO COME FROM?
Traditional barriers to shopping online are fading, implying that brands can explore areas beyond the metro 
areas for growth opportunities. Moreover, consumers are no longer as concerned about product authenticity, 
cost and online payment, as they were a year ago.

When we look at growth areas, consumers from Tier 2 cities are leading the charge. In fact, over the past year, 
shoppers in these cities have dramatically shed many of the concerns they previously had about shopping online. 

The e-tailing industry is going  as  far  as  to  say  that Tier 2 may soon become the Tier 1 of online shopping with 
factors like advertising, affordability and trust –  driving   adoption.

59% of tier 2 online shoppers, as opposed to 47% in tier 1, indicated that online advertisements were a key reason 
to purchase online. Only last year, the two reflected similar levels of 38%, indicating that tier 2 is outpacing tier 1.

Factors like the speedy adoption of the Internet and declining concerns around shopping online, promise to bring  
good  tidings  for  e-tailers. The task now is to perfect the go-to-market strategy in light of the fact that brands are 
rushing to make the most of this trend.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
The following issue of Featured Insights has excerpts from Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track – Etailing and Fashion, a quarterly report aimed at understanding the e-tailing category and the changing 
consumer behaviour in the e-commerce

space. The data and insights have been derived from a survey with a base of 4500 online shoppers conducted 
across 12 markets - Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, 
Bhubaneswar, Vishakhapatnam and Patna.
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Understanding the Indian e-commerce consumer and the trends that are shaping the future 
•  Consumers in developing markets show willingness to use digital retailing options.

•  For online shoppers, the mobile phone has become the device of choice for accessing the Internet, with 75%  
 of users indicating that they prefer using them.

•  Most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by advertising, peer inf luence and recommendations.

The Internet has transformed the way consumers transact for their daily needs - be it ordering food, booking 
movie tickets or even booking a cab. Online shopping is one category which has witnessed unprecedented 
growth in the last 2 years. This revolution is largely led by innovations which in many ways are unique to India 
as compared to rest of the world.

Lack of credit card penetration, poor infrastructure, etc. for many years hindered the growth of this category. 
Despite all these challenges, online retailers have been proactive enough to come up with solutions to 
overcome these hurdles.

Cash on delivery as a concept is unheard of in  many  markets  and  has been a big driver for trial. Also, instead 
of investing in building in house delivery team, brands have been working on tie-ups with grocery stores, India 
post etc. to increase their delivery reach. There are many more such examples of innovation and customer 
centricity which is driving success for  Online  shopping  sites  and Apps  in India.

What is interesting to note is the emergence of category specific online shopping sites viz. Grocery, Jewellery, 
Spectacles and Lens, etc. which is also fuelling the  growth.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE
Globally, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing  sectors.  
As consumers warm up to the digital world, the  notion  of  
“going shopping” is changing. What  is  significant  for  
marketers  in  India  is that consumers in developing markets 
express the most willingness to use digital retailing options in 
the future. According to Nielsen’s recent Future of Grocery 
report, the figures  in  the Asia-Pacific  stand  at  60% on an 
average, those in Latin America stand at 60%, and the Africa 
and Middle-East  regions  show 59%.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS A SAY
The chatter around e-commerce on  social  media,  including  
positive and negative messages, has increased over the last 
year. Consequently, brands have become more focused on 
addressing issues voiced by consumers and proactively 
engaging with them. The efforts by  the brands - Myntra, 
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, Snapdeal etc., on  social media have 
paid off as fan and follower bases have doubled, and unique 
user interactions have grown a whopping 76 times over a 
one-year period.

For e-tailers, unique user interactions on social media have grown 76 times over a one-year period.
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UNDERSTANDING THE E-COMMERCE CONSUMER
Recent usage patterns clearly indicate  that  a  significant  chunk  of Indian online shoppers access the Internet 
primarily on their mobile phones. According to the report Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track  on  Ecommerce,  Indian  consumers  now  prefer using their smartphone to access the Internet over their 
laptops and desktops. Moreover, as the market matures, consumers seem to be becoming increasingly 
comfortable with carrying out even intensive online activities like mobile banking and shopping, directly from 
their smartphones.

WHAT’S DRIVING ONLINE SHOPPING?
Regardless of which device consumers choose, most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by 
advertising, peer influence and recommendations.

I consistently saw colleagues sporting tech accessories that didn’t seem to be available at even the big electronic 
stores in town. I soon realised a wide variety of them were easily available in some online stores. That’s what 
converted me to a habitual online shopper. - Raj, Software Consultant in Pune

Apart from expecting attractive discounts, Indian consumers who are frequent Internet users  cite  convenience  
as  a  reason  to  shop online. In fact, more than one-third say they find this mode of shopping convenient.

Another factor luring shoppers online is the unavailability of the desired stock keeping units (SKU) in physical 
stores. In fact, a third of fashion users buy items online because the exact products they’re looking for are not 
available at brick-and-mortar stores.

I have several young nieces and whenever i visited them, i would have to make a trip to the local cloth market and 
buy salwar-kameez material sets. Then my neighbour pointed out that i can get a wide variety of them online at a 
discount, and have them delivered at home. Her assurance that she has never had reason to doubt the quality and 
authenticity either, prompted me to give it a try. Now i swear by it too. - Mrs. Menon, Homemaker

HOW DO ONLINE SHOPPERS CHOOSE E-TAILERS?
The crucial question for marketers of e-tailing companies is how  to ensure consumers will remain loyal to their  
marketplace  or  online store. According to our study, online shoppers are loyal to e-commerce brands, but are 
willing to  experiment.

When asked for specific reasons behind choosing a particular e-tailer, more than half of the consumers we 
spoke to said they bought from the same website they frequent, displaying an  increase in  the  number of  loyal 
customers.

A SHIFT FROM ‘ROPO’
In a clear indication of abating apprehensions surrounding online shopping, the frequency of consumers 
researching offline before purchasing online (ROPO), has reduced significantly. Concerns like authenticity of 
products purchased online and the need to try certain categories for size, are dwindling as  time goes by.

The rate at which online buyers regularly try a product in-store before buying online has dropped from 18% in 
2014 to 13%.

FESTIVALS AND THE ONLINE SHOPPER
Social media is a popular forum that brands can use to drive sales and festive-season promotions with 
consumers. For example, conversations on social media soared  during  Diwali  and  Christmas  sales,  as  well as 
during promotion events like the recent Google Online Shopping Festival  and  the Flipkart Super Women Week.

In 2014, brands and marketers increased their sales and  marketing efforts around the festival periods and  
national  holidays.  Now,  as digital continues to permeate the retail realm, e-commerce players are pushing the 
usage of mobile apps  through  added  discounts,  which has boosted app installations  around  days  on  which  
sales  were held. In certain instances, app downloads as much as tripled during sale periods.

Thanks to all the action around sales and promotion periods, the resultant spike in brand metrics like 
awareness, consideration and improved imagery has fuelled an increase in equity for e-tailers. As a result, 
festivals and brand-created “created events” have proven to be win-win arrangements  for  e-tailers and 
consumers.

WHERE IS THE NEXT ONLINE SHOPPER GOING TO COME FROM?
Traditional barriers to shopping online are fading, implying that brands can explore areas beyond the metro 
areas for growth opportunities. Moreover, consumers are no longer as concerned about product authenticity, 
cost and online payment, as they were a year ago.

When we look at growth areas, consumers from Tier 2 cities are leading the charge. In fact, over the past year, 
shoppers in these cities have dramatically shed many of the concerns they previously had about shopping online. 

The e-tailing industry is going  as  far  as  to  say  that Tier 2 may soon become the Tier 1 of online shopping with 
factors like advertising, affordability and trust –  driving   adoption.

59% of tier 2 online shoppers, as opposed to 47% in tier 1, indicated that online advertisements were a key reason 
to purchase online. Only last year, the two reflected similar levels of 38%, indicating that tier 2 is outpacing tier 1.

Factors like the speedy adoption of the Internet and declining concerns around shopping online, promise to bring  
good  tidings  for  e-tailers. The task now is to perfect the go-to-market strategy in light of the fact that brands are 
rushing to make the most of this trend.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
The following issue of Featured Insights has excerpts from Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track – Etailing and Fashion, a quarterly report aimed at understanding the e-tailing category and the changing 
consumer behaviour in the e-commerce

space. The data and insights have been derived from a survey with a base of 4500 online shoppers conducted 
across 12 markets - Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, 
Bhubaneswar, Vishakhapatnam and Patna.
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Understanding the Indian e-commerce consumer and the trends that are shaping the future 
•  Consumers in developing markets show willingness to use digital retailing options.

•  For online shoppers, the mobile phone has become the device of choice for accessing the Internet, with 75%  
 of users indicating that they prefer using them.

•  Most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by advertising, peer inf luence and recommendations.

The Internet has transformed the way consumers transact for their daily needs - be it ordering food, booking 
movie tickets or even booking a cab. Online shopping is one category which has witnessed unprecedented 
growth in the last 2 years. This revolution is largely led by innovations which in many ways are unique to India 
as compared to rest of the world.

Lack of credit card penetration, poor infrastructure, etc. for many years hindered the growth of this category. 
Despite all these challenges, online retailers have been proactive enough to come up with solutions to 
overcome these hurdles.

Cash on delivery as a concept is unheard of in  many  markets  and  has been a big driver for trial. Also, instead 
of investing in building in house delivery team, brands have been working on tie-ups with grocery stores, India 
post etc. to increase their delivery reach. There are many more such examples of innovation and customer 
centricity which is driving success for  Online  shopping  sites  and Apps  in India.

What is interesting to note is the emergence of category specific online shopping sites viz. Grocery, Jewellery, 
Spectacles and Lens, etc. which is also fuelling the  growth.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE
Globally, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing  sectors.  
As consumers warm up to the digital world, the  notion  of  
“going shopping” is changing. What  is  significant  for  
marketers  in  India  is that consumers in developing markets 
express the most willingness to use digital retailing options in 
the future. According to Nielsen’s recent Future of Grocery 
report, the figures  in  the Asia-Pacific  stand  at  60% on an 
average, those in Latin America stand at 60%, and the Africa 
and Middle-East  regions  show 59%.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS A SAY
The chatter around e-commerce on  social  media,  including  
positive and negative messages, has increased over the last 
year. Consequently, brands have become more focused on 
addressing issues voiced by consumers and proactively 
engaging with them. The efforts by  the brands - Myntra, 
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, Snapdeal etc., on  social media have 
paid off as fan and follower bases have doubled, and unique 
user interactions have grown a whopping 76 times over a 
one-year period.

For e-tailers, unique user interactions on social media have grown 76 times over a one-year period.

UNDERSTANDING THE E-COMMERCE CONSUMER
Recent usage patterns clearly indicate  that  a  significant  chunk  of Indian online shoppers access the Internet 
primarily on their mobile phones. According to the report Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track  on  Ecommerce,  Indian  consumers  now  prefer using their smartphone to access the Internet over their 
laptops and desktops. Moreover, as the market matures, consumers seem to be becoming increasingly 
comfortable with carrying out even intensive online activities like mobile banking and shopping, directly from 
their smartphones.

The Smartphone Gains Favour
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WHAT’S DRIVING ONLINE SHOPPING?
Regardless of which device consumers choose, most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by 
advertising, peer influence and recommendations.
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I consistently saw colleagues sporting tech accessories that didn’t seem to be available at even the big electronic 
stores in town. I soon realised a wide variety of them were easily available in some online stores. That’s what 
converted me to a habitual online shopper. - Raj, Software Consultant in Pune

Apart from expecting attractive discounts, Indian consumers who are frequent Internet users  cite  convenience  
as  a  reason  to  shop online. In fact, more than one-third say they find this mode of shopping convenient.

Another factor luring shoppers online is the unavailability of the desired stock keeping units (SKU) in physical 
stores. In fact, a third of fashion users buy items online because the exact products they’re looking for are not 
available at brick-and-mortar stores.

I have several young nieces and whenever i visited them, i would have to make a trip to the local cloth market and 
buy salwar-kameez material sets. Then my neighbour pointed out that i can get a wide variety of them online at a 
discount, and have them delivered at home. Her assurance that she has never had reason to doubt the quality and 
authenticity either, prompted me to give it a try. Now i swear by it too. - Mrs. Menon, Homemaker

HOW DO ONLINE SHOPPERS CHOOSE E-TAILERS?
The crucial question for marketers of e-tailing companies is how  to ensure consumers will remain loyal to their  
marketplace  or  online store. According to our study, online shoppers are loyal to e-commerce brands, but are 
willing to  experiment.

When asked for specific reasons behind choosing a particular e-tailer, more than half of the consumers we 
spoke to said they bought from the same website they frequent, displaying an  increase in  the  number of  loyal 
customers.

A SHIFT FROM ‘ROPO’
In a clear indication of abating apprehensions surrounding online shopping, the frequency of consumers 
researching offline before purchasing online (ROPO), has reduced significantly. Concerns like authenticity of 
products purchased online and the need to try certain categories for size, are dwindling as  time goes by.

The rate at which online buyers regularly try a product in-store before buying online has dropped from 18% in 
2014 to 13%.

FESTIVALS AND THE ONLINE SHOPPER
Social media is a popular forum that brands can use to drive sales and festive-season promotions with 
consumers. For example, conversations on social media soared  during  Diwali  and  Christmas  sales,  as  well as 
during promotion events like the recent Google Online Shopping Festival  and  the Flipkart Super Women Week.

In 2014, brands and marketers increased their sales and  marketing efforts around the festival periods and  
national  holidays.  Now,  as digital continues to permeate the retail realm, e-commerce players are pushing the 
usage of mobile apps  through  added  discounts,  which has boosted app installations  around  days  on  which  
sales  were held. In certain instances, app downloads as much as tripled during sale periods.

Thanks to all the action around sales and promotion periods, the resultant spike in brand metrics like 
awareness, consideration and improved imagery has fuelled an increase in equity for e-tailers. As a result, 
festivals and brand-created “created events” have proven to be win-win arrangements  for  e-tailers and 
consumers.

WHERE IS THE NEXT ONLINE SHOPPER GOING TO COME FROM?
Traditional barriers to shopping online are fading, implying that brands can explore areas beyond the metro 
areas for growth opportunities. Moreover, consumers are no longer as concerned about product authenticity, 
cost and online payment, as they were a year ago.

When we look at growth areas, consumers from Tier 2 cities are leading the charge. In fact, over the past year, 
shoppers in these cities have dramatically shed many of the concerns they previously had about shopping online. 

The e-tailing industry is going  as  far  as  to  say  that Tier 2 may soon become the Tier 1 of online shopping with 
factors like advertising, affordability and trust –  driving   adoption.

59% of tier 2 online shoppers, as opposed to 47% in tier 1, indicated that online advertisements were a key reason 
to purchase online. Only last year, the two reflected similar levels of 38%, indicating that tier 2 is outpacing tier 1.

Factors like the speedy adoption of the Internet and declining concerns around shopping online, promise to bring  
good  tidings  for  e-tailers. The task now is to perfect the go-to-market strategy in light of the fact that brands are 
rushing to make the most of this trend.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
The following issue of Featured Insights has excerpts from Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track – Etailing and Fashion, a quarterly report aimed at understanding the e-tailing category and the changing 
consumer behaviour in the e-commerce

space. The data and insights have been derived from a survey with a base of 4500 online shoppers conducted 
across 12 markets - Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, 
Bhubaneswar, Vishakhapatnam and Patna.
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•  Consumers in developing markets show willingness to use digital retailing options.

•  For online shoppers, the mobile phone has become the device of choice for accessing the Internet, with 75%  
 of users indicating that they prefer using them.

•  Most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by advertising, peer inf luence and recommendations.

The Internet has transformed the way consumers transact for their daily needs - be it ordering food, booking 
movie tickets or even booking a cab. Online shopping is one category which has witnessed unprecedented 
growth in the last 2 years. This revolution is largely led by innovations which in many ways are unique to India 
as compared to rest of the world.

Lack of credit card penetration, poor infrastructure, etc. for many years hindered the growth of this category. 
Despite all these challenges, online retailers have been proactive enough to come up with solutions to 
overcome these hurdles.

Cash on delivery as a concept is unheard of in  many  markets  and  has been a big driver for trial. Also, instead 
of investing in building in house delivery team, brands have been working on tie-ups with grocery stores, India 
post etc. to increase their delivery reach. There are many more such examples of innovation and customer 
centricity which is driving success for  Online  shopping  sites  and Apps  in India.

What is interesting to note is the emergence of category specific online shopping sites viz. Grocery, Jewellery, 
Spectacles and Lens, etc. which is also fuelling the  growth.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE
Globally, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing  sectors.  
As consumers warm up to the digital world, the  notion  of  
“going shopping” is changing. What  is  significant  for  
marketers  in  India  is that consumers in developing markets 
express the most willingness to use digital retailing options in 
the future. According to Nielsen’s recent Future of Grocery 
report, the figures  in  the Asia-Pacific  stand  at  60% on an 
average, those in Latin America stand at 60%, and the Africa 
and Middle-East  regions  show 59%.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS A SAY
The chatter around e-commerce on  social  media,  including  
positive and negative messages, has increased over the last 
year. Consequently, brands have become more focused on 
addressing issues voiced by consumers and proactively 
engaging with them. The efforts by  the brands - Myntra, 
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, Snapdeal etc., on  social media have 
paid off as fan and follower bases have doubled, and unique 
user interactions have grown a whopping 76 times over a 
one-year period.

For e-tailers, unique user interactions on social media have grown 76 times over a one-year period.

UNDERSTANDING THE E-COMMERCE CONSUMER
Recent usage patterns clearly indicate  that  a  significant  chunk  of Indian online shoppers access the Internet 
primarily on their mobile phones. According to the report Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track  on  Ecommerce,  Indian  consumers  now  prefer using their smartphone to access the Internet over their 
laptops and desktops. Moreover, as the market matures, consumers seem to be becoming increasingly 
comfortable with carrying out even intensive online activities like mobile banking and shopping, directly from 
their smartphones.

WHAT’S DRIVING ONLINE SHOPPING?
Regardless of which device consumers choose, most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by 
advertising, peer influence and recommendations.

I consistently saw colleagues sporting tech accessories that didn’t seem to be available at even the big electronic 
stores in town. I soon realised a wide variety of them were easily available in some online stores. That’s what 
converted me to a habitual online shopper. - Raj, Software Consultant in Pune

Apart from expecting attractive discounts, Indian consumers who are frequent Internet users  cite  convenience  
as  a  reason  to  shop online. In fact, more than one-third say they find this mode of shopping convenient.
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Another factor luring shoppers online is the unavailability of the desired stock keeping units (SKU) in physical 
stores. In fact, a third of fashion users buy items online because the exact products they’re looking for are not 
available at brick-and-mortar stores.

I have several young nieces and whenever i visited them, i would have to make a trip to the local cloth market and 
buy salwar-kameez material sets. Then my neighbour pointed out that i can get a wide variety of them online at a 
discount, and have them delivered at home. Her assurance that she has never had reason to doubt the quality and 
authenticity either, prompted me to give it a try. Now i swear by it too. - Mrs. Menon, Homemaker
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HOW DO ONLINE SHOPPERS CHOOSE E-TAILERS?
The crucial question for marketers of e-tailing companies is how  to ensure consumers will remain loyal to their  
marketplace  or  online store. According to our study, online shoppers are loyal to e-commerce brands, but are 
willing to  experiment.

When asked for specific reasons behind choosing a particular e-tailer, more than half of the consumers we 
spoke to said they bought from the same website they frequent, displaying an  increase in  the  number of  loyal 
customers.

A SHIFT FROM ‘ROPO’
In a clear indication of abating apprehensions surrounding online shopping, the frequency of consumers 
researching offline before purchasing online (ROPO), has reduced significantly. Concerns like authenticity of 
products purchased online and the need to try certain categories for size, are dwindling as  time goes by.

The rate at which online buyers regularly try a product in-store before buying online has dropped from 18% in 
2014 to 13%.

FESTIVALS AND THE ONLINE SHOPPER
Social media is a popular forum that brands can use to drive sales and festive-season promotions with 
consumers. For example, conversations on social media soared  during  Diwali  and  Christmas  sales,  as  well as 
during promotion events like the recent Google Online Shopping Festival  and  the Flipkart Super Women Week.

In 2014, brands and marketers increased their sales and  marketing efforts around the festival periods and  
national  holidays.  Now,  as digital continues to permeate the retail realm, e-commerce players are pushing the 
usage of mobile apps  through  added  discounts,  which has boosted app installations  around  days  on  which  
sales  were held. In certain instances, app downloads as much as tripled during sale periods.

Thanks to all the action around sales and promotion periods, the resultant spike in brand metrics like 
awareness, consideration and improved imagery has fuelled an increase in equity for e-tailers. As a result, 
festivals and brand-created “created events” have proven to be win-win arrangements  for  e-tailers and 
consumers.

WHERE IS THE NEXT ONLINE SHOPPER GOING TO COME FROM?
Traditional barriers to shopping online are fading, implying that brands can explore areas beyond the metro 
areas for growth opportunities. Moreover, consumers are no longer as concerned about product authenticity, 
cost and online payment, as they were a year ago.

When we look at growth areas, consumers from Tier 2 cities are leading the charge. In fact, over the past year, 
shoppers in these cities have dramatically shed many of the concerns they previously had about shopping online. 

The e-tailing industry is going  as  far  as  to  say  that Tier 2 may soon become the Tier 1 of online shopping with 
factors like advertising, affordability and trust –  driving   adoption.

59% of tier 2 online shoppers, as opposed to 47% in tier 1, indicated that online advertisements were a key reason 
to purchase online. Only last year, the two reflected similar levels of 38%, indicating that tier 2 is outpacing tier 1.

Factors like the speedy adoption of the Internet and declining concerns around shopping online, promise to bring  
good  tidings  for  e-tailers. The task now is to perfect the go-to-market strategy in light of the fact that brands are 
rushing to make the most of this trend.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
The following issue of Featured Insights has excerpts from Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track – Etailing and Fashion, a quarterly report aimed at understanding the e-tailing category and the changing 
consumer behaviour in the e-commerce

space. The data and insights have been derived from a survey with a base of 4500 online shoppers conducted 
across 12 markets - Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, 
Bhubaneswar, Vishakhapatnam and Patna.
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The Internet has transformed the way consumers transact for their daily needs - be it ordering food, booking 
movie tickets or even booking a cab. Online shopping is one category which has witnessed unprecedented 
growth in the last 2 years. This revolution is largely led by innovations which in many ways are unique to India 
as compared to rest of the world.

Lack of credit card penetration, poor infrastructure, etc. for many years hindered the growth of this category. 
Despite all these challenges, online retailers have been proactive enough to come up with solutions to 
overcome these hurdles.

Cash on delivery as a concept is unheard of in  many  markets  and  has been a big driver for trial. Also, instead 
of investing in building in house delivery team, brands have been working on tie-ups with grocery stores, India 
post etc. to increase their delivery reach. There are many more such examples of innovation and customer 
centricity which is driving success for  Online  shopping  sites  and Apps  in India.

What is interesting to note is the emergence of category specific online shopping sites viz. Grocery, Jewellery, 
Spectacles and Lens, etc. which is also fuelling the  growth.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE
Globally, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing  sectors.  
As consumers warm up to the digital world, the  notion  of  
“going shopping” is changing. What  is  significant  for  
marketers  in  India  is that consumers in developing markets 
express the most willingness to use digital retailing options in 
the future. According to Nielsen’s recent Future of Grocery 
report, the figures  in  the Asia-Pacific  stand  at  60% on an 
average, those in Latin America stand at 60%, and the Africa 
and Middle-East  regions  show 59%.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS A SAY
The chatter around e-commerce on  social  media,  including  
positive and negative messages, has increased over the last 
year. Consequently, brands have become more focused on 
addressing issues voiced by consumers and proactively 
engaging with them. The efforts by  the brands - Myntra, 
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, Snapdeal etc., on  social media have 
paid off as fan and follower bases have doubled, and unique 
user interactions have grown a whopping 76 times over a 
one-year period.

For e-tailers, unique user interactions on social media have grown 76 times over a one-year period.

UNDERSTANDING THE E-COMMERCE CONSUMER
Recent usage patterns clearly indicate  that  a  significant  chunk  of Indian online shoppers access the Internet 
primarily on their mobile phones. According to the report Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track  on  Ecommerce,  Indian  consumers  now  prefer using their smartphone to access the Internet over their 
laptops and desktops. Moreover, as the market matures, consumers seem to be becoming increasingly 
comfortable with carrying out even intensive online activities like mobile banking and shopping, directly from 
their smartphones.

WHAT’S DRIVING ONLINE SHOPPING?
Regardless of which device consumers choose, most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by 
advertising, peer influence and recommendations.

I consistently saw colleagues sporting tech accessories that didn’t seem to be available at even the big electronic 
stores in town. I soon realised a wide variety of them were easily available in some online stores. That’s what 
converted me to a habitual online shopper. - Raj, Software Consultant in Pune

Apart from expecting attractive discounts, Indian consumers who are frequent Internet users  cite  convenience  
as  a  reason  to  shop online. In fact, more than one-third say they find this mode of shopping convenient.

Another factor luring shoppers online is the unavailability of the desired stock keeping units (SKU) in physical 
stores. In fact, a third of fashion users buy items online because the exact products they’re looking for are not 
available at brick-and-mortar stores.

I have several young nieces and whenever i visited them, i would have to make a trip to the local cloth market and 
buy salwar-kameez material sets. Then my neighbour pointed out that i can get a wide variety of them online at a 
discount, and have them delivered at home. Her assurance that she has never had reason to doubt the quality and 
authenticity either, prompted me to give it a try. Now i swear by it too. - Mrs. Menon, Homemaker

HOW DO ONLINE SHOPPERS CHOOSE E-TAILERS?
The crucial question for marketers of e-tailing companies is how  to ensure consumers will remain loyal to their  
marketplace  or  online store. According to our study, online shoppers are loyal to e-commerce brands, but are 
willing to  experiment.
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When asked for specific reasons behind choosing a particular e-tailer, more than half of the consumers we 
spoke to said they bought from the same website they frequent, displaying an  increase in  the  number of  loyal 
customers.

Maintaining Loyalty in A Fickle World

Source: Nielsen

A SHIFT FROM ‘ROPO’
In a clear indication of abating apprehensions surrounding online shopping, the frequency of consumers 
researching offline before purchasing online (ROPO), has reduced significantly. Concerns like authenticity of 
products purchased online and the need to try certain categories for size, are dwindling as  time goes by.

The rate at which online buyers regularly try a product in-store before buying online has dropped from 18% in 
2014 to 13%.

FESTIVALS AND THE ONLINE SHOPPER
Social media is a popular forum that brands can use to drive sales and festive-season promotions with 
consumers. For example, conversations on social media soared  during  Diwali  and  Christmas  sales,  as  well as 
during promotion events like the recent Google Online Shopping Festival  and  the Flipkart Super Women Week.

In 2014, brands and marketers increased their sales and  marketing efforts around the festival periods and  
national  holidays.  Now,  as digital continues to permeate the retail realm, e-commerce players are pushing the 
usage of mobile apps  through  added  discounts,  which has boosted app installations  around  days  on  which  
sales  were held. In certain instances, app downloads as much as tripled during sale periods.

Thanks to all the action around sales and promotion periods, the resultant spike in brand metrics like 
awareness, consideration and improved imagery has fuelled an increase in equity for e-tailers. As a result, 
festivals and brand-created “created events” have proven to be win-win arrangements  for  e-tailers and 
consumers.

WHERE IS THE NEXT ONLINE SHOPPER GOING TO COME FROM?
Traditional barriers to shopping online are fading, implying that brands can explore areas beyond the metro 
areas for growth opportunities. Moreover, consumers are no longer as concerned about product authenticity, 
cost and online payment, as they were a year ago.

When we look at growth areas, consumers from Tier 2 cities are leading the charge. In fact, over the past year, 
shoppers in these cities have dramatically shed many of the concerns they previously had about shopping online. 

The e-tailing industry is going  as  far  as  to  say  that Tier 2 may soon become the Tier 1 of online shopping with 
factors like advertising, affordability and trust –  driving   adoption.

59% of tier 2 online shoppers, as opposed to 47% in tier 1, indicated that online advertisements were a key reason 
to purchase online. Only last year, the two reflected similar levels of 38%, indicating that tier 2 is outpacing tier 1.

Factors like the speedy adoption of the Internet and declining concerns around shopping online, promise to bring  
good  tidings  for  e-tailers. The task now is to perfect the go-to-market strategy in light of the fact that brands are 
rushing to make the most of this trend.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
The following issue of Featured Insights has excerpts from Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track – Etailing and Fashion, a quarterly report aimed at understanding the e-tailing category and the changing 
consumer behaviour in the e-commerce

space. The data and insights have been derived from a survey with a base of 4500 online shoppers conducted 
across 12 markets - Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, 
Bhubaneswar, Vishakhapatnam and Patna.
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Understanding the Indian e-commerce consumer and the trends that are shaping the future 
•  Consumers in developing markets show willingness to use digital retailing options.

•  For online shoppers, the mobile phone has become the device of choice for accessing the Internet, with 75%  
 of users indicating that they prefer using them.

•  Most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by advertising, peer inf luence and recommendations.

The Internet has transformed the way consumers transact for their daily needs - be it ordering food, booking 
movie tickets or even booking a cab. Online shopping is one category which has witnessed unprecedented 
growth in the last 2 years. This revolution is largely led by innovations which in many ways are unique to India 
as compared to rest of the world.

Lack of credit card penetration, poor infrastructure, etc. for many years hindered the growth of this category. 
Despite all these challenges, online retailers have been proactive enough to come up with solutions to 
overcome these hurdles.

Cash on delivery as a concept is unheard of in  many  markets  and  has been a big driver for trial. Also, instead 
of investing in building in house delivery team, brands have been working on tie-ups with grocery stores, India 
post etc. to increase their delivery reach. There are many more such examples of innovation and customer 
centricity which is driving success for  Online  shopping  sites  and Apps  in India.

What is interesting to note is the emergence of category specific online shopping sites viz. Grocery, Jewellery, 
Spectacles and Lens, etc. which is also fuelling the  growth.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE
Globally, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing  sectors.  
As consumers warm up to the digital world, the  notion  of  
“going shopping” is changing. What  is  significant  for  
marketers  in  India  is that consumers in developing markets 
express the most willingness to use digital retailing options in 
the future. According to Nielsen’s recent Future of Grocery 
report, the figures  in  the Asia-Pacific  stand  at  60% on an 
average, those in Latin America stand at 60%, and the Africa 
and Middle-East  regions  show 59%.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS A SAY
The chatter around e-commerce on  social  media,  including  
positive and negative messages, has increased over the last 
year. Consequently, brands have become more focused on 
addressing issues voiced by consumers and proactively 
engaging with them. The efforts by  the brands - Myntra, 
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, Snapdeal etc., on  social media have 
paid off as fan and follower bases have doubled, and unique 
user interactions have grown a whopping 76 times over a 
one-year period.

For e-tailers, unique user interactions on social media have grown 76 times over a one-year period.

UNDERSTANDING THE E-COMMERCE CONSUMER
Recent usage patterns clearly indicate  that  a  significant  chunk  of Indian online shoppers access the Internet 
primarily on their mobile phones. According to the report Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track  on  Ecommerce,  Indian  consumers  now  prefer using their smartphone to access the Internet over their 
laptops and desktops. Moreover, as the market matures, consumers seem to be becoming increasingly 
comfortable with carrying out even intensive online activities like mobile banking and shopping, directly from 
their smartphones.

WHAT’S DRIVING ONLINE SHOPPING?
Regardless of which device consumers choose, most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by 
advertising, peer influence and recommendations.

I consistently saw colleagues sporting tech accessories that didn’t seem to be available at even the big electronic 
stores in town. I soon realised a wide variety of them were easily available in some online stores. That’s what 
converted me to a habitual online shopper. - Raj, Software Consultant in Pune

Apart from expecting attractive discounts, Indian consumers who are frequent Internet users  cite  convenience  
as  a  reason  to  shop online. In fact, more than one-third say they find this mode of shopping convenient.

Another factor luring shoppers online is the unavailability of the desired stock keeping units (SKU) in physical 
stores. In fact, a third of fashion users buy items online because the exact products they’re looking for are not 
available at brick-and-mortar stores.

I have several young nieces and whenever i visited them, i would have to make a trip to the local cloth market and 
buy salwar-kameez material sets. Then my neighbour pointed out that i can get a wide variety of them online at a 
discount, and have them delivered at home. Her assurance that she has never had reason to doubt the quality and 
authenticity either, prompted me to give it a try. Now i swear by it too. - Mrs. Menon, Homemaker

HOW DO ONLINE SHOPPERS CHOOSE E-TAILERS?
The crucial question for marketers of e-tailing companies is how  to ensure consumers will remain loyal to their  
marketplace  or  online store. According to our study, online shoppers are loyal to e-commerce brands, but are 
willing to  experiment.

When asked for specific reasons behind choosing a particular e-tailer, more than half of the consumers we 
spoke to said they bought from the same website they frequent, displaying an  increase in  the  number of  loyal 
customers.

The Reversal of The Ropo Trend

A SHIFT FROM ‘ROPO’
In a clear indication of abating apprehensions surrounding online shopping, the frequency of consumers 
researching offline before purchasing online (ROPO), has reduced significantly. Concerns like authenticity of 
products purchased online and the need to try certain categories for size, are dwindling as  time goes by.

The rate at which online buyers regularly try a product in-store before buying online has dropped from 18% in 
2014 to 13%.

FESTIVALS AND THE ONLINE SHOPPER
Social media is a popular forum that brands can use to drive sales and festive-season promotions with 
consumers. For example, conversations on social media soared  during  Diwali  and  Christmas  sales,  as  well as 
during promotion events like the recent Google Online Shopping Festival  and  the Flipkart Super Women Week.

Buzz on Social Media – Festival Time

Source: NielsenFLIPKART AMAZON
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In 2014, brands and marketers increased their sales and  marketing efforts around the festival periods and  
national  holidays.  Now,  as digital continues to permeate the retail realm, e-commerce players are pushing the 
usage of mobile apps  through  added  discounts,  which has boosted app installations  around  days  on  which  
sales  were held. In certain instances, app downloads as much as tripled during sale periods.

Thanks to all the action around sales and promotion periods, the resultant spike in brand metrics like 
awareness, consideration and improved imagery has fuelled an increase in equity for e-tailers. As a result, 
festivals and brand-created “created events” have proven to be win-win arrangements  for  e-tailers and 
consumers.

WHERE IS THE NEXT ONLINE SHOPPER GOING TO COME FROM?
Traditional barriers to shopping online are fading, implying that brands can explore areas beyond the metro 
areas for growth opportunities. Moreover, consumers are no longer as concerned about product authenticity, 
cost and online payment, as they were a year ago.

When we look at growth areas, consumers from Tier 2 cities are leading the charge. In fact, over the past year, 
shoppers in these cities have dramatically shed many of the concerns they previously had about shopping online. 

The e-tailing industry is going  as  far  as  to  say  that Tier 2 may soon become the Tier 1 of online shopping with 
factors like advertising, affordability and trust –  driving   adoption.

59% of tier 2 online shoppers, as opposed to 47% in tier 1, indicated that online advertisements were a key reason 
to purchase online. Only last year, the two reflected similar levels of 38%, indicating that tier 2 is outpacing tier 1.

Factors like the speedy adoption of the Internet and declining concerns around shopping online, promise to bring  
good  tidings  for  e-tailers. The task now is to perfect the go-to-market strategy in light of the fact that brands are 
rushing to make the most of this trend.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
The following issue of Featured Insights has excerpts from Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track – Etailing and Fashion, a quarterly report aimed at understanding the e-tailing category and the changing 
consumer behaviour in the e-commerce

space. The data and insights have been derived from a survey with a base of 4500 online shoppers conducted 
across 12 markets - Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, 
Bhubaneswar, Vishakhapatnam and Patna.
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Understanding the Indian e-commerce consumer and the trends that are shaping the future 
•  Consumers in developing markets show willingness to use digital retailing options.

•  For online shoppers, the mobile phone has become the device of choice for accessing the Internet, with 75%  
 of users indicating that they prefer using them.

•  Most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by advertising, peer inf luence and recommendations.

The Internet has transformed the way consumers transact for their daily needs - be it ordering food, booking 
movie tickets or even booking a cab. Online shopping is one category which has witnessed unprecedented 
growth in the last 2 years. This revolution is largely led by innovations which in many ways are unique to India 
as compared to rest of the world.

Lack of credit card penetration, poor infrastructure, etc. for many years hindered the growth of this category. 
Despite all these challenges, online retailers have been proactive enough to come up with solutions to 
overcome these hurdles.

Cash on delivery as a concept is unheard of in  many  markets  and  has been a big driver for trial. Also, instead 
of investing in building in house delivery team, brands have been working on tie-ups with grocery stores, India 
post etc. to increase their delivery reach. There are many more such examples of innovation and customer 
centricity which is driving success for  Online  shopping  sites  and Apps  in India.

What is interesting to note is the emergence of category specific online shopping sites viz. Grocery, Jewellery, 
Spectacles and Lens, etc. which is also fuelling the  growth.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE
Globally, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing  sectors.  
As consumers warm up to the digital world, the  notion  of  
“going shopping” is changing. What  is  significant  for  
marketers  in  India  is that consumers in developing markets 
express the most willingness to use digital retailing options in 
the future. According to Nielsen’s recent Future of Grocery 
report, the figures  in  the Asia-Pacific  stand  at  60% on an 
average, those in Latin America stand at 60%, and the Africa 
and Middle-East  regions  show 59%.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS A SAY
The chatter around e-commerce on  social  media,  including  
positive and negative messages, has increased over the last 
year. Consequently, brands have become more focused on 
addressing issues voiced by consumers and proactively 
engaging with them. The efforts by  the brands - Myntra, 
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, Snapdeal etc., on  social media have 
paid off as fan and follower bases have doubled, and unique 
user interactions have grown a whopping 76 times over a 
one-year period.

For e-tailers, unique user interactions on social media have grown 76 times over a one-year period.

UNDERSTANDING THE E-COMMERCE CONSUMER
Recent usage patterns clearly indicate  that  a  significant  chunk  of Indian online shoppers access the Internet 
primarily on their mobile phones. According to the report Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track  on  Ecommerce,  Indian  consumers  now  prefer using their smartphone to access the Internet over their 
laptops and desktops. Moreover, as the market matures, consumers seem to be becoming increasingly 
comfortable with carrying out even intensive online activities like mobile banking and shopping, directly from 
their smartphones.

WHAT’S DRIVING ONLINE SHOPPING?
Regardless of which device consumers choose, most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by 
advertising, peer influence and recommendations.

I consistently saw colleagues sporting tech accessories that didn’t seem to be available at even the big electronic 
stores in town. I soon realised a wide variety of them were easily available in some online stores. That’s what 
converted me to a habitual online shopper. - Raj, Software Consultant in Pune

Apart from expecting attractive discounts, Indian consumers who are frequent Internet users  cite  convenience  
as  a  reason  to  shop online. In fact, more than one-third say they find this mode of shopping convenient.

Another factor luring shoppers online is the unavailability of the desired stock keeping units (SKU) in physical 
stores. In fact, a third of fashion users buy items online because the exact products they’re looking for are not 
available at brick-and-mortar stores.

I have several young nieces and whenever i visited them, i would have to make a trip to the local cloth market and 
buy salwar-kameez material sets. Then my neighbour pointed out that i can get a wide variety of them online at a 
discount, and have them delivered at home. Her assurance that she has never had reason to doubt the quality and 
authenticity either, prompted me to give it a try. Now i swear by it too. - Mrs. Menon, Homemaker

HOW DO ONLINE SHOPPERS CHOOSE E-TAILERS?
The crucial question for marketers of e-tailing companies is how  to ensure consumers will remain loyal to their  
marketplace  or  online store. According to our study, online shoppers are loyal to e-commerce brands, but are 
willing to  experiment.

When asked for specific reasons behind choosing a particular e-tailer, more than half of the consumers we 
spoke to said they bought from the same website they frequent, displaying an  increase in  the  number of  loyal 
customers.

A SHIFT FROM ‘ROPO’
In a clear indication of abating apprehensions surrounding online shopping, the frequency of consumers 
researching offline before purchasing online (ROPO), has reduced significantly. Concerns like authenticity of 
products purchased online and the need to try certain categories for size, are dwindling as  time goes by.

The rate at which online buyers regularly try a product in-store before buying online has dropped from 18% in 
2014 to 13%.

FESTIVALS AND THE ONLINE SHOPPER
Social media is a popular forum that brands can use to drive sales and festive-season promotions with 
consumers. For example, conversations on social media soared  during  Diwali  and  Christmas  sales,  as  well as 
during promotion events like the recent Google Online Shopping Festival  and  the Flipkart Super Women Week.

In 2014, brands and marketers increased their sales and  marketing efforts around the festival periods and  
national  holidays.  Now,  as digital continues to permeate the retail realm, e-commerce players are pushing the 
usage of mobile apps  through  added  discounts,  which has boosted app installations  around  days  on  which  
sales  were held. In certain instances, app downloads as much as tripled during sale periods.
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Thanks to all the action around sales and promotion periods, the resultant spike in brand metrics like 
awareness, consideration and improved imagery has fuelled an increase in equity for e-tailers. As a result, 
festivals and brand-created “created events” have proven to be win-win arrangements  for  e-tailers and 
consumers.

Source: NielsenQ2 ‘14 Q2 ‘15Q4 ‘14

WHERE IS THE NEXT ONLINE SHOPPER GOING TO COME FROM?
Traditional barriers to shopping online are fading, implying that brands can explore areas beyond the metro 
areas for growth opportunities. Moreover, consumers are no longer as concerned about product authenticity, 
cost and online payment, as they were a year ago.

When we look at growth areas, consumers from Tier 2 cities are leading the charge. In fact, over the past year, 
shoppers in these cities have dramatically shed many of the concerns they previously had about shopping online. 

The e-tailing industry is going  as  far  as  to  say  that Tier 2 may soon become the Tier 1 of online shopping with 
factors like advertising, affordability and trust –  driving   adoption.

59% of tier 2 online shoppers, as opposed to 47% in tier 1, indicated that online advertisements were a key reason 
to purchase online. Only last year, the two reflected similar levels of 38%, indicating that tier 2 is outpacing tier 1.

Factors like the speedy adoption of the Internet and declining concerns around shopping online, promise to bring  
good  tidings  for  e-tailers. The task now is to perfect the go-to-market strategy in light of the fact that brands are 
rushing to make the most of this trend.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
The following issue of Featured Insights has excerpts from Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track – Etailing and Fashion, a quarterly report aimed at understanding the e-tailing category and the changing 
consumer behaviour in the e-commerce

space. The data and insights have been derived from a survey with a base of 4500 online shoppers conducted 
across 12 markets - Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, 
Bhubaneswar, Vishakhapatnam and Patna.
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Understanding the Indian e-commerce consumer and the trends that are shaping the future 
•  Consumers in developing markets show willingness to use digital retailing options.

•  For online shoppers, the mobile phone has become the device of choice for accessing the Internet, with 75%  
 of users indicating that they prefer using them.

•  Most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by advertising, peer inf luence and recommendations.

The Internet has transformed the way consumers transact for their daily needs - be it ordering food, booking 
movie tickets or even booking a cab. Online shopping is one category which has witnessed unprecedented 
growth in the last 2 years. This revolution is largely led by innovations which in many ways are unique to India 
as compared to rest of the world.

Lack of credit card penetration, poor infrastructure, etc. for many years hindered the growth of this category. 
Despite all these challenges, online retailers have been proactive enough to come up with solutions to 
overcome these hurdles.

Cash on delivery as a concept is unheard of in  many  markets  and  has been a big driver for trial. Also, instead 
of investing in building in house delivery team, brands have been working on tie-ups with grocery stores, India 
post etc. to increase their delivery reach. There are many more such examples of innovation and customer 
centricity which is driving success for  Online  shopping  sites  and Apps  in India.

What is interesting to note is the emergence of category specific online shopping sites viz. Grocery, Jewellery, 
Spectacles and Lens, etc. which is also fuelling the  growth.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE
Globally, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing  sectors.  
As consumers warm up to the digital world, the  notion  of  
“going shopping” is changing. What  is  significant  for  
marketers  in  India  is that consumers in developing markets 
express the most willingness to use digital retailing options in 
the future. According to Nielsen’s recent Future of Grocery 
report, the figures  in  the Asia-Pacific  stand  at  60% on an 
average, those in Latin America stand at 60%, and the Africa 
and Middle-East  regions  show 59%.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS A SAY
The chatter around e-commerce on  social  media,  including  
positive and negative messages, has increased over the last 
year. Consequently, brands have become more focused on 
addressing issues voiced by consumers and proactively 
engaging with them. The efforts by  the brands - Myntra, 
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, Snapdeal etc., on  social media have 
paid off as fan and follower bases have doubled, and unique 
user interactions have grown a whopping 76 times over a 
one-year period.

For e-tailers, unique user interactions on social media have grown 76 times over a one-year period.

UNDERSTANDING THE E-COMMERCE CONSUMER
Recent usage patterns clearly indicate  that  a  significant  chunk  of Indian online shoppers access the Internet 
primarily on their mobile phones. According to the report Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track  on  Ecommerce,  Indian  consumers  now  prefer using their smartphone to access the Internet over their 
laptops and desktops. Moreover, as the market matures, consumers seem to be becoming increasingly 
comfortable with carrying out even intensive online activities like mobile banking and shopping, directly from 
their smartphones.

WHAT’S DRIVING ONLINE SHOPPING?
Regardless of which device consumers choose, most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by 
advertising, peer influence and recommendations.

I consistently saw colleagues sporting tech accessories that didn’t seem to be available at even the big electronic 
stores in town. I soon realised a wide variety of them were easily available in some online stores. That’s what 
converted me to a habitual online shopper. - Raj, Software Consultant in Pune

Apart from expecting attractive discounts, Indian consumers who are frequent Internet users  cite  convenience  
as  a  reason  to  shop online. In fact, more than one-third say they find this mode of shopping convenient.

Another factor luring shoppers online is the unavailability of the desired stock keeping units (SKU) in physical 
stores. In fact, a third of fashion users buy items online because the exact products they’re looking for are not 
available at brick-and-mortar stores.

I have several young nieces and whenever i visited them, i would have to make a trip to the local cloth market and 
buy salwar-kameez material sets. Then my neighbour pointed out that i can get a wide variety of them online at a 
discount, and have them delivered at home. Her assurance that she has never had reason to doubt the quality and 
authenticity either, prompted me to give it a try. Now i swear by it too. - Mrs. Menon, Homemaker

HOW DO ONLINE SHOPPERS CHOOSE E-TAILERS?
The crucial question for marketers of e-tailing companies is how  to ensure consumers will remain loyal to their  
marketplace  or  online store. According to our study, online shoppers are loyal to e-commerce brands, but are 
willing to  experiment.

When asked for specific reasons behind choosing a particular e-tailer, more than half of the consumers we 
spoke to said they bought from the same website they frequent, displaying an  increase in  the  number of  loyal 
customers.

A SHIFT FROM ‘ROPO’
In a clear indication of abating apprehensions surrounding online shopping, the frequency of consumers 
researching offline before purchasing online (ROPO), has reduced significantly. Concerns like authenticity of 
products purchased online and the need to try certain categories for size, are dwindling as  time goes by.

The rate at which online buyers regularly try a product in-store before buying online has dropped from 18% in 
2014 to 13%.

FESTIVALS AND THE ONLINE SHOPPER
Social media is a popular forum that brands can use to drive sales and festive-season promotions with 
consumers. For example, conversations on social media soared  during  Diwali  and  Christmas  sales,  as  well as 
during promotion events like the recent Google Online Shopping Festival  and  the Flipkart Super Women Week.

In 2014, brands and marketers increased their sales and  marketing efforts around the festival periods and  
national  holidays.  Now,  as digital continues to permeate the retail realm, e-commerce players are pushing the 
usage of mobile apps  through  added  discounts,  which has boosted app installations  around  days  on  which  
sales  were held. In certain instances, app downloads as much as tripled during sale periods.

Thanks to all the action around sales and promotion periods, the resultant spike in brand metrics like 
awareness, consideration and improved imagery has fuelled an increase in equity for e-tailers. As a result, 
festivals and brand-created “created events” have proven to be win-win arrangements  for  e-tailers and 
consumers.

WHERE IS THE NEXT ONLINE SHOPPER GOING TO COME FROM?
Traditional barriers to shopping online are fading, implying that brands can explore areas beyond the metro 
areas for growth opportunities. Moreover, consumers are no longer as concerned about product authenticity, 
cost and online payment, as they were a year ago.

When we look at growth areas, consumers from Tier 2 cities are leading the charge. In fact, over the past year, 
shoppers in these cities have dramatically shed many of the concerns they previously had about shopping online. 

The e-tailing industry is going  as  far  as  to  say  that Tier 2 may soon become the Tier 1 of online shopping with 
factors like advertising, affordability and trust –  driving   adoption.

The Evolution of The Tier 2 Online Shopper

Source:  Bricks  to  Clicks  –  Nielsen’s  Syndicated Brand  Health Track  –  Etailing  &  Fashion

59% of tier 2 online shoppers, as opposed to 47% in tier 1, indicated that online advertisements were a key reason 
to purchase online. Only last year, the two reflected similar levels of 38%, indicating that tier 2 is outpacing tier 1.

Factors like the speedy adoption of the Internet and declining concerns around shopping online, promise to bring  
good  tidings  for  e-tailers. The task now is to perfect the go-to-market strategy in light of the fact that brands are 
rushing to make the most of this trend.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
The following issue of Featured Insights has excerpts from Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track – Etailing and Fashion, a quarterly report aimed at understanding the e-tailing category and the changing 
consumer behaviour in the e-commerce

space. The data and insights have been derived from a survey with a base of 4500 online shoppers conducted 
across 12 markets - Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, 
Bhubaneswar, Vishakhapatnam and Patna.
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Trying a product before purchasing continues to be a concern in Tier 2 when it comes to fashion – 22% 
shoppers continue to try a product most of the times as compared to an 8% in Tier1
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sales, drive greater consumer engagement & obtain 
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Understanding the Indian e-commerce consumer and the trends that are shaping the future 
•  Consumers in developing markets show willingness to use digital retailing options.

•  For online shoppers, the mobile phone has become the device of choice for accessing the Internet, with 75%  
 of users indicating that they prefer using them.

•  Most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by advertising, peer inf luence and recommendations.

The Internet has transformed the way consumers transact for their daily needs - be it ordering food, booking 
movie tickets or even booking a cab. Online shopping is one category which has witnessed unprecedented 
growth in the last 2 years. This revolution is largely led by innovations which in many ways are unique to India 
as compared to rest of the world.

Lack of credit card penetration, poor infrastructure, etc. for many years hindered the growth of this category. 
Despite all these challenges, online retailers have been proactive enough to come up with solutions to 
overcome these hurdles.

Cash on delivery as a concept is unheard of in  many  markets  and  has been a big driver for trial. Also, instead 
of investing in building in house delivery team, brands have been working on tie-ups with grocery stores, India 
post etc. to increase their delivery reach. There are many more such examples of innovation and customer 
centricity which is driving success for  Online  shopping  sites  and Apps  in India.

What is interesting to note is the emergence of category specific online shopping sites viz. Grocery, Jewellery, 
Spectacles and Lens, etc. which is also fuelling the  growth.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE
Globally, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing  sectors.  
As consumers warm up to the digital world, the  notion  of  
“going shopping” is changing. What  is  significant  for  
marketers  in  India  is that consumers in developing markets 
express the most willingness to use digital retailing options in 
the future. According to Nielsen’s recent Future of Grocery 
report, the figures  in  the Asia-Pacific  stand  at  60% on an 
average, those in Latin America stand at 60%, and the Africa 
and Middle-East  regions  show 59%.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS A SAY
The chatter around e-commerce on  social  media,  including  
positive and negative messages, has increased over the last 
year. Consequently, brands have become more focused on 
addressing issues voiced by consumers and proactively 
engaging with them. The efforts by  the brands - Myntra, 
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, Snapdeal etc., on  social media have 
paid off as fan and follower bases have doubled, and unique 
user interactions have grown a whopping 76 times over a 
one-year period.

For e-tailers, unique user interactions on social media have grown 76 times over a one-year period.

UNDERSTANDING THE E-COMMERCE CONSUMER
Recent usage patterns clearly indicate  that  a  significant  chunk  of Indian online shoppers access the Internet 
primarily on their mobile phones. According to the report Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track  on  Ecommerce,  Indian  consumers  now  prefer using their smartphone to access the Internet over their 
laptops and desktops. Moreover, as the market matures, consumers seem to be becoming increasingly 
comfortable with carrying out even intensive online activities like mobile banking and shopping, directly from 
their smartphones.

WHAT’S DRIVING ONLINE SHOPPING?
Regardless of which device consumers choose, most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by 
advertising, peer influence and recommendations.

I consistently saw colleagues sporting tech accessories that didn’t seem to be available at even the big electronic 
stores in town. I soon realised a wide variety of them were easily available in some online stores. That’s what 
converted me to a habitual online shopper. - Raj, Software Consultant in Pune

Apart from expecting attractive discounts, Indian consumers who are frequent Internet users  cite  convenience  
as  a  reason  to  shop online. In fact, more than one-third say they find this mode of shopping convenient.

Another factor luring shoppers online is the unavailability of the desired stock keeping units (SKU) in physical 
stores. In fact, a third of fashion users buy items online because the exact products they’re looking for are not 
available at brick-and-mortar stores.

I have several young nieces and whenever i visited them, i would have to make a trip to the local cloth market and 
buy salwar-kameez material sets. Then my neighbour pointed out that i can get a wide variety of them online at a 
discount, and have them delivered at home. Her assurance that she has never had reason to doubt the quality and 
authenticity either, prompted me to give it a try. Now i swear by it too. - Mrs. Menon, Homemaker

HOW DO ONLINE SHOPPERS CHOOSE E-TAILERS?
The crucial question for marketers of e-tailing companies is how  to ensure consumers will remain loyal to their  
marketplace  or  online store. According to our study, online shoppers are loyal to e-commerce brands, but are 
willing to  experiment.

When asked for specific reasons behind choosing a particular e-tailer, more than half of the consumers we 
spoke to said they bought from the same website they frequent, displaying an  increase in  the  number of  loyal 
customers.

A SHIFT FROM ‘ROPO’
In a clear indication of abating apprehensions surrounding online shopping, the frequency of consumers 
researching offline before purchasing online (ROPO), has reduced significantly. Concerns like authenticity of 
products purchased online and the need to try certain categories for size, are dwindling as  time goes by.

The rate at which online buyers regularly try a product in-store before buying online has dropped from 18% in 
2014 to 13%.

FESTIVALS AND THE ONLINE SHOPPER
Social media is a popular forum that brands can use to drive sales and festive-season promotions with 
consumers. For example, conversations on social media soared  during  Diwali  and  Christmas  sales,  as  well as 
during promotion events like the recent Google Online Shopping Festival  and  the Flipkart Super Women Week.

In 2014, brands and marketers increased their sales and  marketing efforts around the festival periods and  
national  holidays.  Now,  as digital continues to permeate the retail realm, e-commerce players are pushing the 
usage of mobile apps  through  added  discounts,  which has boosted app installations  around  days  on  which  
sales  were held. In certain instances, app downloads as much as tripled during sale periods.

Thanks to all the action around sales and promotion periods, the resultant spike in brand metrics like 
awareness, consideration and improved imagery has fuelled an increase in equity for e-tailers. As a result, 
festivals and brand-created “created events” have proven to be win-win arrangements  for  e-tailers and 
consumers.

WHERE IS THE NEXT ONLINE SHOPPER GOING TO COME FROM?
Traditional barriers to shopping online are fading, implying that brands can explore areas beyond the metro 
areas for growth opportunities. Moreover, consumers are no longer as concerned about product authenticity, 
cost and online payment, as they were a year ago.

When we look at growth areas, consumers from Tier 2 cities are leading the charge. In fact, over the past year, 
shoppers in these cities have dramatically shed many of the concerns they previously had about shopping online. 

The e-tailing industry is going  as  far  as  to  say  that Tier 2 may soon become the Tier 1 of online shopping with 
factors like advertising, affordability and trust –  driving   adoption.

59% of tier 2 online shoppers, as opposed to 47% in tier 1, indicated that online advertisements were a key reason 
to purchase online. Only last year, the two reflected similar levels of 38%, indicating that tier 2 is outpacing tier 1.

Factors like the speedy adoption of the Internet and declining concerns around shopping online, promise to bring  
good  tidings  for  e-tailers. The task now is to perfect the go-to-market strategy in light of the fact that brands are 
rushing to make the most of this trend.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
The following issue of Featured Insights has excerpts from Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track – Etailing and Fashion, a quarterly report aimed at understanding the e-tailing category and the changing 
consumer behaviour in the e-commerce

space. The data and insights have been derived from a survey with a base of 4500 online shoppers conducted 
across 12 markets - Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, 
Bhubaneswar, Vishakhapatnam and Patna.

Mobile Telcos Come Forward to
Help Chennai

By Rohit Pandey – Sr. Content Writer / Social Media Strategist

Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much – Helen Keller

The mentioned quote easily explains that unity can be described in such brevity. Well, a lot of people aspire to do so 
much for the world. However, if we all join hands together in a unified effort, the results can always be better. The 
force of nature has always reminded the human race about its power. The Chennai rains have again disrupted the 
normalcy of life. However, the top country telecom providers are coming to aid with several initiatives.

It’s been all over the news since more than a couple of weeks. The heavy rains have caused floods and the situation 
has left thousands in a lurch. With the majority of the communication and interaction platforms disrupted, the top 
telcos of the country have decided to jump into action. The Facebook safety check sprang into action this week. The 
Army and the Navy have already started the operations in the city. Several mobile service providers like Airtel, BSNL, 
Reliance Communications and Vodafone have also come forward to help the people. Airtel subscribers in Chennai 
will be provided with an approved talk time up to Rs. 30. The company is also providing credit of 10 minutes for 
Airtel-to-Airtel calls for prepaid customers. “The uninterrupted rains have also resulted in excessive water logging 
and disruption of essential services in Chennai, thus causing power failures and impacting our services in some 
regions. We at Airtel are relentlessly working with the local authorities to enable smooth mobile communication for 

Airtel customers across the city,” said the company in a press statement. Vodafone has also started an initiative to 
help the ones stranded in the city. In a released statement to NDTV, the company said, “The incessant rains, 
unprecedented floods and power outages in Chennai have resulted in disruption of some of our services. While 
voice services were intermittent, data services were impacted. A significant proportion of these have now been 
restored in Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala and Tamil Nadu. The situation in Chennai remains challenging, the 
teams on the ground are working ceaselessly with local authorities to address it on a war footing. We will continue 
to post updates periodically.”

Mobile services are the backbone of our daily lives. And, with a city stranded and completely battered due to heavy 
rains, it must be a reprieve to witness the telcos get into action. The state-run companies have also followed the suit 
to come forward to aid the ones in need. BSNL is allowing free local and STD calls to other BSNL phone users, along 
with 100 MB data for seven days to the prepaid users. Twitter has been a source of real-time information and 
connection during the utmost chaos. The data provided by BSNL can be used to connect via the Social Media 
platforms. “We have made calls free for pre-paid users in Chennai so that they don’t have a barrier in their mind of 
recharging their account in this distress situation. The priority is to enable them to stay connected in such situation,” 
BSNL Chairman and Managing Director Anupam Shrivastava said. On a similar note, Reliance Communications is 
also offering 10 minutes free calling across the whole country and 50MB of free data. It is not just the telecom 
companies that have put their feet forward to help. Medical giants Practo has devised a spreadsheet with the phone 
numbers of verified doctors and hospitals available for help. Zomato has launched an initiative to provide meals for 
the flood victims. The Zomatians are offering to buy one meal from their side for every meal purchased on their 
website. Paytm is also providing free mobile recharge to the Chennai residents & OYO Rooms is looking after the 
accommodation needs. Uber is ensuring that as many as cabs are available for ferrying/rescuing people who are 
stranded in the water-logged city. It is also offering free rides in Chennai today and tomorrow. The need of the hour 
is to continue this unity as the MET department has predicted that the heavy rains will continue for more 3-4 days. 
The ones looking to contact their relative and friends can access Twitter accounts like @ChennaiConnect, 
@ChennaiWeather, @incrisisrelief, @sandygrains, @VolunteersOrg and @MaliniP to get almost real-time updates on 
the current situation in Chennai. Other users with any kind of information or those in need of help are tweeting using 
the hashtag – #ChennaiRains or #ChennaiRainsHelp.
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Understanding the Indian e-commerce consumer and the trends that are shaping the future 
•  Consumers in developing markets show willingness to use digital retailing options.

•  For online shoppers, the mobile phone has become the device of choice for accessing the Internet, with 75%  
 of users indicating that they prefer using them.

•  Most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by advertising, peer inf luence and recommendations.

The Internet has transformed the way consumers transact for their daily needs - be it ordering food, booking 
movie tickets or even booking a cab. Online shopping is one category which has witnessed unprecedented 
growth in the last 2 years. This revolution is largely led by innovations which in many ways are unique to India 
as compared to rest of the world.

Lack of credit card penetration, poor infrastructure, etc. for many years hindered the growth of this category. 
Despite all these challenges, online retailers have been proactive enough to come up with solutions to 
overcome these hurdles.

Cash on delivery as a concept is unheard of in  many  markets  and  has been a big driver for trial. Also, instead 
of investing in building in house delivery team, brands have been working on tie-ups with grocery stores, India 
post etc. to increase their delivery reach. There are many more such examples of innovation and customer 
centricity which is driving success for  Online  shopping  sites  and Apps  in India.

What is interesting to note is the emergence of category specific online shopping sites viz. Grocery, Jewellery, 
Spectacles and Lens, etc. which is also fuelling the  growth.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE
Globally, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing  sectors.  
As consumers warm up to the digital world, the  notion  of  
“going shopping” is changing. What  is  significant  for  
marketers  in  India  is that consumers in developing markets 
express the most willingness to use digital retailing options in 
the future. According to Nielsen’s recent Future of Grocery 
report, the figures  in  the Asia-Pacific  stand  at  60% on an 
average, those in Latin America stand at 60%, and the Africa 
and Middle-East  regions  show 59%.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS A SAY
The chatter around e-commerce on  social  media,  including  
positive and negative messages, has increased over the last 
year. Consequently, brands have become more focused on 
addressing issues voiced by consumers and proactively 
engaging with them. The efforts by  the brands - Myntra, 
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, Snapdeal etc., on  social media have 
paid off as fan and follower bases have doubled, and unique 
user interactions have grown a whopping 76 times over a 
one-year period.

For e-tailers, unique user interactions on social media have grown 76 times over a one-year period.

UNDERSTANDING THE E-COMMERCE CONSUMER
Recent usage patterns clearly indicate  that  a  significant  chunk  of Indian online shoppers access the Internet 
primarily on their mobile phones. According to the report Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track  on  Ecommerce,  Indian  consumers  now  prefer using their smartphone to access the Internet over their 
laptops and desktops. Moreover, as the market matures, consumers seem to be becoming increasingly 
comfortable with carrying out even intensive online activities like mobile banking and shopping, directly from 
their smartphones.

WHAT’S DRIVING ONLINE SHOPPING?
Regardless of which device consumers choose, most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by 
advertising, peer influence and recommendations.

I consistently saw colleagues sporting tech accessories that didn’t seem to be available at even the big electronic 
stores in town. I soon realised a wide variety of them were easily available in some online stores. That’s what 
converted me to a habitual online shopper. - Raj, Software Consultant in Pune

Apart from expecting attractive discounts, Indian consumers who are frequent Internet users  cite  convenience  
as  a  reason  to  shop online. In fact, more than one-third say they find this mode of shopping convenient.

Another factor luring shoppers online is the unavailability of the desired stock keeping units (SKU) in physical 
stores. In fact, a third of fashion users buy items online because the exact products they’re looking for are not 
available at brick-and-mortar stores.

I have several young nieces and whenever i visited them, i would have to make a trip to the local cloth market and 
buy salwar-kameez material sets. Then my neighbour pointed out that i can get a wide variety of them online at a 
discount, and have them delivered at home. Her assurance that she has never had reason to doubt the quality and 
authenticity either, prompted me to give it a try. Now i swear by it too. - Mrs. Menon, Homemaker

HOW DO ONLINE SHOPPERS CHOOSE E-TAILERS?
The crucial question for marketers of e-tailing companies is how  to ensure consumers will remain loyal to their  
marketplace  or  online store. According to our study, online shoppers are loyal to e-commerce brands, but are 
willing to  experiment.

When asked for specific reasons behind choosing a particular e-tailer, more than half of the consumers we 
spoke to said they bought from the same website they frequent, displaying an  increase in  the  number of  loyal 
customers.

A SHIFT FROM ‘ROPO’
In a clear indication of abating apprehensions surrounding online shopping, the frequency of consumers 
researching offline before purchasing online (ROPO), has reduced significantly. Concerns like authenticity of 
products purchased online and the need to try certain categories for size, are dwindling as  time goes by.

The rate at which online buyers regularly try a product in-store before buying online has dropped from 18% in 
2014 to 13%.

FESTIVALS AND THE ONLINE SHOPPER
Social media is a popular forum that brands can use to drive sales and festive-season promotions with 
consumers. For example, conversations on social media soared  during  Diwali  and  Christmas  sales,  as  well as 
during promotion events like the recent Google Online Shopping Festival  and  the Flipkart Super Women Week.

In 2014, brands and marketers increased their sales and  marketing efforts around the festival periods and  
national  holidays.  Now,  as digital continues to permeate the retail realm, e-commerce players are pushing the 
usage of mobile apps  through  added  discounts,  which has boosted app installations  around  days  on  which  
sales  were held. In certain instances, app downloads as much as tripled during sale periods.

Thanks to all the action around sales and promotion periods, the resultant spike in brand metrics like 
awareness, consideration and improved imagery has fuelled an increase in equity for e-tailers. As a result, 
festivals and brand-created “created events” have proven to be win-win arrangements  for  e-tailers and 
consumers.

WHERE IS THE NEXT ONLINE SHOPPER GOING TO COME FROM?
Traditional barriers to shopping online are fading, implying that brands can explore areas beyond the metro 
areas for growth opportunities. Moreover, consumers are no longer as concerned about product authenticity, 
cost and online payment, as they were a year ago.

When we look at growth areas, consumers from Tier 2 cities are leading the charge. In fact, over the past year, 
shoppers in these cities have dramatically shed many of the concerns they previously had about shopping online. 

The e-tailing industry is going  as  far  as  to  say  that Tier 2 may soon become the Tier 1 of online shopping with 
factors like advertising, affordability and trust –  driving   adoption.

59% of tier 2 online shoppers, as opposed to 47% in tier 1, indicated that online advertisements were a key reason 
to purchase online. Only last year, the two reflected similar levels of 38%, indicating that tier 2 is outpacing tier 1.

Factors like the speedy adoption of the Internet and declining concerns around shopping online, promise to bring  
good  tidings  for  e-tailers. The task now is to perfect the go-to-market strategy in light of the fact that brands are 
rushing to make the most of this trend.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
The following issue of Featured Insights has excerpts from Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track – Etailing and Fashion, a quarterly report aimed at understanding the e-tailing category and the changing 
consumer behaviour in the e-commerce

space. The data and insights have been derived from a survey with a base of 4500 online shoppers conducted 
across 12 markets - Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, 
Bhubaneswar, Vishakhapatnam and Patna.

Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much – Helen Keller

The mentioned quote easily explains that unity can be described in such brevity. Well, a lot of people aspire to do so 
much for the world. However, if we all join hands together in a unified effort, the results can always be better. The 
force of nature has always reminded the human race about its power. The Chennai rains have again disrupted the 
normalcy of life. However, the top country telecom providers are coming to aid with several initiatives.

It’s been all over the news since more than a couple of weeks. The heavy rains have caused floods and the situation 
has left thousands in a lurch. With the majority of the communication and interaction platforms disrupted, the top 
telcos of the country have decided to jump into action. The Facebook safety check sprang into action this week. The 
Army and the Navy have already started the operations in the city. Several mobile service providers like Airtel, BSNL, 
Reliance Communications and Vodafone have also come forward to help the people. Airtel subscribers in Chennai 
will be provided with an approved talk time up to Rs. 30. The company is also providing credit of 10 minutes for 
Airtel-to-Airtel calls for prepaid customers. “The uninterrupted rains have also resulted in excessive water logging 
and disruption of essential services in Chennai, thus causing power failures and impacting our services in some 
regions. We at Airtel are relentlessly working with the local authorities to enable smooth mobile communication for 

Airtel customers across the city,” said the company in a press statement. Vodafone has also started an initiative to 
help the ones stranded in the city. In a released statement to NDTV, the company said, “The incessant rains, 
unprecedented floods and power outages in Chennai have resulted in disruption of some of our services. While 
voice services were intermittent, data services were impacted. A significant proportion of these have now been 
restored in Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala and Tamil Nadu. The situation in Chennai remains challenging, the 
teams on the ground are working ceaselessly with local authorities to address it on a war footing. We will continue 
to post updates periodically.”

Mobile services are the backbone of our daily lives. And, with a city stranded and completely battered due to heavy 
rains, it must be a reprieve to witness the telcos get into action. The state-run companies have also followed the suit 
to come forward to aid the ones in need. BSNL is allowing free local and STD calls to other BSNL phone users, along 
with 100 MB data for seven days to the prepaid users. Twitter has been a source of real-time information and 
connection during the utmost chaos. The data provided by BSNL can be used to connect via the Social Media 
platforms. “We have made calls free for pre-paid users in Chennai so that they don’t have a barrier in their mind of 
recharging their account in this distress situation. The priority is to enable them to stay connected in such situation,” 
BSNL Chairman and Managing Director Anupam Shrivastava said. On a similar note, Reliance Communications is 
also offering 10 minutes free calling across the whole country and 50MB of free data. It is not just the telecom 
companies that have put their feet forward to help. Medical giants Practo has devised a spreadsheet with the phone 
numbers of verified doctors and hospitals available for help. Zomato has launched an initiative to provide meals for 
the flood victims. The Zomatians are offering to buy one meal from their side for every meal purchased on their 
website. Paytm is also providing free mobile recharge to the Chennai residents & OYO Rooms is looking after the 
accommodation needs. Uber is ensuring that as many as cabs are available for ferrying/rescuing people who are 
stranded in the water-logged city. It is also offering free rides in Chennai today and tomorrow. The need of the hour 
is to continue this unity as the MET department has predicted that the heavy rains will continue for more 3-4 days. 
The ones looking to contact their relative and friends can access Twitter accounts like @ChennaiConnect, 
@ChennaiWeather, @incrisisrelief, @sandygrains, @VolunteersOrg and @MaliniP to get almost real-time updates on 
the current situation in Chennai. Other users with any kind of information or those in need of help are tweeting using 
the hashtag – #ChennaiRains or #ChennaiRainsHelp.
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Understanding the Indian e-commerce consumer and the trends that are shaping the future 
•  Consumers in developing markets show willingness to use digital retailing options.

•  For online shoppers, the mobile phone has become the device of choice for accessing the Internet, with 75%  
 of users indicating that they prefer using them.

•  Most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by advertising, peer inf luence and recommendations.

The Internet has transformed the way consumers transact for their daily needs - be it ordering food, booking 
movie tickets or even booking a cab. Online shopping is one category which has witnessed unprecedented 
growth in the last 2 years. This revolution is largely led by innovations which in many ways are unique to India 
as compared to rest of the world.

Lack of credit card penetration, poor infrastructure, etc. for many years hindered the growth of this category. 
Despite all these challenges, online retailers have been proactive enough to come up with solutions to 
overcome these hurdles.

Cash on delivery as a concept is unheard of in  many  markets  and  has been a big driver for trial. Also, instead 
of investing in building in house delivery team, brands have been working on tie-ups with grocery stores, India 
post etc. to increase their delivery reach. There are many more such examples of innovation and customer 
centricity which is driving success for  Online  shopping  sites  and Apps  in India.

What is interesting to note is the emergence of category specific online shopping sites viz. Grocery, Jewellery, 
Spectacles and Lens, etc. which is also fuelling the  growth.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE
Globally, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing  sectors.  
As consumers warm up to the digital world, the  notion  of  
“going shopping” is changing. What  is  significant  for  
marketers  in  India  is that consumers in developing markets 
express the most willingness to use digital retailing options in 
the future. According to Nielsen’s recent Future of Grocery 
report, the figures  in  the Asia-Pacific  stand  at  60% on an 
average, those in Latin America stand at 60%, and the Africa 
and Middle-East  regions  show 59%.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS A SAY
The chatter around e-commerce on  social  media,  including  
positive and negative messages, has increased over the last 
year. Consequently, brands have become more focused on 
addressing issues voiced by consumers and proactively 
engaging with them. The efforts by  the brands - Myntra, 
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, Snapdeal etc., on  social media have 
paid off as fan and follower bases have doubled, and unique 
user interactions have grown a whopping 76 times over a 
one-year period.

For e-tailers, unique user interactions on social media have grown 76 times over a one-year period.

UNDERSTANDING THE E-COMMERCE CONSUMER
Recent usage patterns clearly indicate  that  a  significant  chunk  of Indian online shoppers access the Internet 
primarily on their mobile phones. According to the report Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track  on  Ecommerce,  Indian  consumers  now  prefer using their smartphone to access the Internet over their 
laptops and desktops. Moreover, as the market matures, consumers seem to be becoming increasingly 
comfortable with carrying out even intensive online activities like mobile banking and shopping, directly from 
their smartphones.

WHAT’S DRIVING ONLINE SHOPPING?
Regardless of which device consumers choose, most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by 
advertising, peer influence and recommendations.

I consistently saw colleagues sporting tech accessories that didn’t seem to be available at even the big electronic 
stores in town. I soon realised a wide variety of them were easily available in some online stores. That’s what 
converted me to a habitual online shopper. - Raj, Software Consultant in Pune

Apart from expecting attractive discounts, Indian consumers who are frequent Internet users  cite  convenience  
as  a  reason  to  shop online. In fact, more than one-third say they find this mode of shopping convenient.

Another factor luring shoppers online is the unavailability of the desired stock keeping units (SKU) in physical 
stores. In fact, a third of fashion users buy items online because the exact products they’re looking for are not 
available at brick-and-mortar stores.

I have several young nieces and whenever i visited them, i would have to make a trip to the local cloth market and 
buy salwar-kameez material sets. Then my neighbour pointed out that i can get a wide variety of them online at a 
discount, and have them delivered at home. Her assurance that she has never had reason to doubt the quality and 
authenticity either, prompted me to give it a try. Now i swear by it too. - Mrs. Menon, Homemaker

HOW DO ONLINE SHOPPERS CHOOSE E-TAILERS?
The crucial question for marketers of e-tailing companies is how  to ensure consumers will remain loyal to their  
marketplace  or  online store. According to our study, online shoppers are loyal to e-commerce brands, but are 
willing to  experiment.

When asked for specific reasons behind choosing a particular e-tailer, more than half of the consumers we 
spoke to said they bought from the same website they frequent, displaying an  increase in  the  number of  loyal 
customers.

A SHIFT FROM ‘ROPO’
In a clear indication of abating apprehensions surrounding online shopping, the frequency of consumers 
researching offline before purchasing online (ROPO), has reduced significantly. Concerns like authenticity of 
products purchased online and the need to try certain categories for size, are dwindling as  time goes by.

The rate at which online buyers regularly try a product in-store before buying online has dropped from 18% in 
2014 to 13%.

FESTIVALS AND THE ONLINE SHOPPER
Social media is a popular forum that brands can use to drive sales and festive-season promotions with 
consumers. For example, conversations on social media soared  during  Diwali  and  Christmas  sales,  as  well as 
during promotion events like the recent Google Online Shopping Festival  and  the Flipkart Super Women Week.

In 2014, brands and marketers increased their sales and  marketing efforts around the festival periods and  
national  holidays.  Now,  as digital continues to permeate the retail realm, e-commerce players are pushing the 
usage of mobile apps  through  added  discounts,  which has boosted app installations  around  days  on  which  
sales  were held. In certain instances, app downloads as much as tripled during sale periods.

Thanks to all the action around sales and promotion periods, the resultant spike in brand metrics like 
awareness, consideration and improved imagery has fuelled an increase in equity for e-tailers. As a result, 
festivals and brand-created “created events” have proven to be win-win arrangements  for  e-tailers and 
consumers.

WHERE IS THE NEXT ONLINE SHOPPER GOING TO COME FROM?
Traditional barriers to shopping online are fading, implying that brands can explore areas beyond the metro 
areas for growth opportunities. Moreover, consumers are no longer as concerned about product authenticity, 
cost and online payment, as they were a year ago.

When we look at growth areas, consumers from Tier 2 cities are leading the charge. In fact, over the past year, 
shoppers in these cities have dramatically shed many of the concerns they previously had about shopping online. 

The e-tailing industry is going  as  far  as  to  say  that Tier 2 may soon become the Tier 1 of online shopping with 
factors like advertising, affordability and trust –  driving   adoption.

59% of tier 2 online shoppers, as opposed to 47% in tier 1, indicated that online advertisements were a key reason 
to purchase online. Only last year, the two reflected similar levels of 38%, indicating that tier 2 is outpacing tier 1.

Factors like the speedy adoption of the Internet and declining concerns around shopping online, promise to bring  
good  tidings  for  e-tailers. The task now is to perfect the go-to-market strategy in light of the fact that brands are 
rushing to make the most of this trend.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
The following issue of Featured Insights has excerpts from Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track – Etailing and Fashion, a quarterly report aimed at understanding the e-tailing category and the changing 
consumer behaviour in the e-commerce

space. The data and insights have been derived from a survey with a base of 4500 online shoppers conducted 
across 12 markets - Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, 
Bhubaneswar, Vishakhapatnam and Patna.

“We believe that Financial Services & E-distribution
are the most critical and pivotal in shaping the
future of the SME industry” – Himanshoo Patil

Himanshoo Patil, Chief Executive Officer, EPRS BuySmart Pvt. Ltd., talks exclusively to Thinking Aloud about IoT 
and how SMEs can benefit from EPRS BuySmart solutions.

TA: More and more companies are now looking to join the IoT (Internet of Things) bandwagon. How big a 
role will EPRS Buy Smart play in the thick of things? 
HP: As of now, we are only available on the smartphone device & web. But we surely will extend our services, if 
we see first-hand demand coming in, from our retailers (our business partners)

Our model is B2B2C, where we work with distributors, retailers and they in turn with end consumers. However, 
less than 30% of our current retailer base is still not on the mobile app itself. Our retailers are people from the 
bottom of the pyramid strata hence; IoT awareness itself is not there. The IoT innovations will take some time 
to reach out to these markets. 

However, the EPRS platform completely supports the extensibility of taking all their service through IoT devices. 
It is about the IoT penetration, retailers comfort and preference to undertake transaction on those devices.

From a distribution side, EPRS Buy Smart is actively looking at IoT product partners who are looking to distribute 
their products and services through our platform and network.

TA: Electronic distribution services bank a lot on enterprise computer solutions, services & embedded 
technology. What are the factors that can further enhance the success rate?  
HP: A user friendly interface, immense scalability to handle peak transactions and faster processing at the 
backend software are factors that will enhance the success rate of our service. Quick response and successful 

Himanshoo Patil
Chief Executive 
Officer, EPRS 
BuySmart Pvt. Ltd
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Understanding the Indian e-commerce consumer and the trends that are shaping the future 
•  Consumers in developing markets show willingness to use digital retailing options.

•  For online shoppers, the mobile phone has become the device of choice for accessing the Internet, with 75%  
 of users indicating that they prefer using them.

•  Most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by advertising, peer inf luence and recommendations.

The Internet has transformed the way consumers transact for their daily needs - be it ordering food, booking 
movie tickets or even booking a cab. Online shopping is one category which has witnessed unprecedented 
growth in the last 2 years. This revolution is largely led by innovations which in many ways are unique to India 
as compared to rest of the world.

Lack of credit card penetration, poor infrastructure, etc. for many years hindered the growth of this category. 
Despite all these challenges, online retailers have been proactive enough to come up with solutions to 
overcome these hurdles.

Cash on delivery as a concept is unheard of in  many  markets  and  has been a big driver for trial. Also, instead 
of investing in building in house delivery team, brands have been working on tie-ups with grocery stores, India 
post etc. to increase their delivery reach. There are many more such examples of innovation and customer 
centricity which is driving success for  Online  shopping  sites  and Apps  in India.

What is interesting to note is the emergence of category specific online shopping sites viz. Grocery, Jewellery, 
Spectacles and Lens, etc. which is also fuelling the  growth.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE
Globally, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing  sectors.  
As consumers warm up to the digital world, the  notion  of  
“going shopping” is changing. What  is  significant  for  
marketers  in  India  is that consumers in developing markets 
express the most willingness to use digital retailing options in 
the future. According to Nielsen’s recent Future of Grocery 
report, the figures  in  the Asia-Pacific  stand  at  60% on an 
average, those in Latin America stand at 60%, and the Africa 
and Middle-East  regions  show 59%.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS A SAY
The chatter around e-commerce on  social  media,  including  
positive and negative messages, has increased over the last 
year. Consequently, brands have become more focused on 
addressing issues voiced by consumers and proactively 
engaging with them. The efforts by  the brands - Myntra, 
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, Snapdeal etc., on  social media have 
paid off as fan and follower bases have doubled, and unique 
user interactions have grown a whopping 76 times over a 
one-year period.

For e-tailers, unique user interactions on social media have grown 76 times over a one-year period.

UNDERSTANDING THE E-COMMERCE CONSUMER
Recent usage patterns clearly indicate  that  a  significant  chunk  of Indian online shoppers access the Internet 
primarily on their mobile phones. According to the report Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track  on  Ecommerce,  Indian  consumers  now  prefer using their smartphone to access the Internet over their 
laptops and desktops. Moreover, as the market matures, consumers seem to be becoming increasingly 
comfortable with carrying out even intensive online activities like mobile banking and shopping, directly from 
their smartphones.

WHAT’S DRIVING ONLINE SHOPPING?
Regardless of which device consumers choose, most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by 
advertising, peer influence and recommendations.

I consistently saw colleagues sporting tech accessories that didn’t seem to be available at even the big electronic 
stores in town. I soon realised a wide variety of them were easily available in some online stores. That’s what 
converted me to a habitual online shopper. - Raj, Software Consultant in Pune

Apart from expecting attractive discounts, Indian consumers who are frequent Internet users  cite  convenience  
as  a  reason  to  shop online. In fact, more than one-third say they find this mode of shopping convenient.

Another factor luring shoppers online is the unavailability of the desired stock keeping units (SKU) in physical 
stores. In fact, a third of fashion users buy items online because the exact products they’re looking for are not 
available at brick-and-mortar stores.

I have several young nieces and whenever i visited them, i would have to make a trip to the local cloth market and 
buy salwar-kameez material sets. Then my neighbour pointed out that i can get a wide variety of them online at a 
discount, and have them delivered at home. Her assurance that she has never had reason to doubt the quality and 
authenticity either, prompted me to give it a try. Now i swear by it too. - Mrs. Menon, Homemaker

HOW DO ONLINE SHOPPERS CHOOSE E-TAILERS?
The crucial question for marketers of e-tailing companies is how  to ensure consumers will remain loyal to their  
marketplace  or  online store. According to our study, online shoppers are loyal to e-commerce brands, but are 
willing to  experiment.

When asked for specific reasons behind choosing a particular e-tailer, more than half of the consumers we 
spoke to said they bought from the same website they frequent, displaying an  increase in  the  number of  loyal 
customers.

A SHIFT FROM ‘ROPO’
In a clear indication of abating apprehensions surrounding online shopping, the frequency of consumers 
researching offline before purchasing online (ROPO), has reduced significantly. Concerns like authenticity of 
products purchased online and the need to try certain categories for size, are dwindling as  time goes by.

The rate at which online buyers regularly try a product in-store before buying online has dropped from 18% in 
2014 to 13%.

FESTIVALS AND THE ONLINE SHOPPER
Social media is a popular forum that brands can use to drive sales and festive-season promotions with 
consumers. For example, conversations on social media soared  during  Diwali  and  Christmas  sales,  as  well as 
during promotion events like the recent Google Online Shopping Festival  and  the Flipkart Super Women Week.

In 2014, brands and marketers increased their sales and  marketing efforts around the festival periods and  
national  holidays.  Now,  as digital continues to permeate the retail realm, e-commerce players are pushing the 
usage of mobile apps  through  added  discounts,  which has boosted app installations  around  days  on  which  
sales  were held. In certain instances, app downloads as much as tripled during sale periods.

Thanks to all the action around sales and promotion periods, the resultant spike in brand metrics like 
awareness, consideration and improved imagery has fuelled an increase in equity for e-tailers. As a result, 
festivals and brand-created “created events” have proven to be win-win arrangements  for  e-tailers and 
consumers.

WHERE IS THE NEXT ONLINE SHOPPER GOING TO COME FROM?
Traditional barriers to shopping online are fading, implying that brands can explore areas beyond the metro 
areas for growth opportunities. Moreover, consumers are no longer as concerned about product authenticity, 
cost and online payment, as they were a year ago.

When we look at growth areas, consumers from Tier 2 cities are leading the charge. In fact, over the past year, 
shoppers in these cities have dramatically shed many of the concerns they previously had about shopping online. 

The e-tailing industry is going  as  far  as  to  say  that Tier 2 may soon become the Tier 1 of online shopping with 
factors like advertising, affordability and trust –  driving   adoption.

59% of tier 2 online shoppers, as opposed to 47% in tier 1, indicated that online advertisements were a key reason 
to purchase online. Only last year, the two reflected similar levels of 38%, indicating that tier 2 is outpacing tier 1.

Factors like the speedy adoption of the Internet and declining concerns around shopping online, promise to bring  
good  tidings  for  e-tailers. The task now is to perfect the go-to-market strategy in light of the fact that brands are 
rushing to make the most of this trend.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
The following issue of Featured Insights has excerpts from Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track – Etailing and Fashion, a quarterly report aimed at understanding the e-tailing category and the changing 
consumer behaviour in the e-commerce

space. The data and insights have been derived from a survey with a base of 4500 online shoppers conducted 
across 12 markets - Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, 
Bhubaneswar, Vishakhapatnam and Patna.

transactions will decide the effectiveness of the technology which is deployed at the backend. High success rate 
in transactions will ultimately give comfort to everybody on the channel once transactions are done. 

Moreover, we would be relying on the automated processes & services through computer solutions and 
embedded technology than the human interface selling the service. Because most of these people are from 
bottom of the pyramid socio background, they tend to focus on the end result than just the technology 
deployed.

TA: Website & online adoption among SMEs is expected to grow 3 times by 2020. What are EPRS Buy 
Smart's plans to tap this potential in the pipeline? 
HP: In terms of websites and online adoption we are looking forward to train the SME owners in a very inclusive 
way that gives them access to all the online services. The training in software will also enable them to get more 
and more online services to sell and connect with other as well as our SME ecosystem. This community can then 
create a further stronger SME movement for growth, empowerment, prosperity and relationships.

TA: How can the electronic distribution companies help develop complete IT solutions while streamlining 
development and delivery? 
HP: The engagement with retailer starts with one essential service morphing into 10 more services. Once this 
happens over a period of time, then module by module companies can help the retailers manage their Point of 
Sales, Customer, Inventory, MIS through one single manageable software.

Electronic distribution companies can create a complete ecosystem for entrepreneurs and SME owners with the 
help of single software by centralizing the whole process and business for them. We are connecting service 
providers, distributors and end consumers. This forms a huge network or a hive, which will enable the accurate 
documentation as well as improved connectivity at every level. It’s just like the centralized connected system at 
a national level. In short an IT solution to centralize every process and documentation at every level.

TA: Amongst the wide range of services that EPRS Buy Smart offers, which services are the most pivotal 
to boost the SME industry? 
HP: We believe that Financial Services & E-distribution are the most critical and pivotal in shaping the future of 
the SME industry. As the SME industry is very under-served, we will surely bring the right innovation in services 
to these audience and markets. In the next 5-10 years we will see huge growth coming from these services. 
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Understanding the Indian e-commerce consumer and the trends that are shaping the future 
•  Consumers in developing markets show willingness to use digital retailing options.

•  For online shoppers, the mobile phone has become the device of choice for accessing the Internet, with 75%  
 of users indicating that they prefer using them.

•  Most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by advertising, peer inf luence and recommendations.

The Internet has transformed the way consumers transact for their daily needs - be it ordering food, booking 
movie tickets or even booking a cab. Online shopping is one category which has witnessed unprecedented 
growth in the last 2 years. This revolution is largely led by innovations which in many ways are unique to India 
as compared to rest of the world.

Lack of credit card penetration, poor infrastructure, etc. for many years hindered the growth of this category. 
Despite all these challenges, online retailers have been proactive enough to come up with solutions to 
overcome these hurdles.

Cash on delivery as a concept is unheard of in  many  markets  and  has been a big driver for trial. Also, instead 
of investing in building in house delivery team, brands have been working on tie-ups with grocery stores, India 
post etc. to increase their delivery reach. There are many more such examples of innovation and customer 
centricity which is driving success for  Online  shopping  sites  and Apps  in India.

What is interesting to note is the emergence of category specific online shopping sites viz. Grocery, Jewellery, 
Spectacles and Lens, etc. which is also fuelling the  growth.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE
Globally, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing  sectors.  
As consumers warm up to the digital world, the  notion  of  
“going shopping” is changing. What  is  significant  for  
marketers  in  India  is that consumers in developing markets 
express the most willingness to use digital retailing options in 
the future. According to Nielsen’s recent Future of Grocery 
report, the figures  in  the Asia-Pacific  stand  at  60% on an 
average, those in Latin America stand at 60%, and the Africa 
and Middle-East  regions  show 59%.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS A SAY
The chatter around e-commerce on  social  media,  including  
positive and negative messages, has increased over the last 
year. Consequently, brands have become more focused on 
addressing issues voiced by consumers and proactively 
engaging with them. The efforts by  the brands - Myntra, 
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, Snapdeal etc., on  social media have 
paid off as fan and follower bases have doubled, and unique 
user interactions have grown a whopping 76 times over a 
one-year period.

For e-tailers, unique user interactions on social media have grown 76 times over a one-year period.

UNDERSTANDING THE E-COMMERCE CONSUMER
Recent usage patterns clearly indicate  that  a  significant  chunk  of Indian online shoppers access the Internet 
primarily on their mobile phones. According to the report Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track  on  Ecommerce,  Indian  consumers  now  prefer using their smartphone to access the Internet over their 
laptops and desktops. Moreover, as the market matures, consumers seem to be becoming increasingly 
comfortable with carrying out even intensive online activities like mobile banking and shopping, directly from 
their smartphones.

WHAT’S DRIVING ONLINE SHOPPING?
Regardless of which device consumers choose, most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by 
advertising, peer influence and recommendations.

I consistently saw colleagues sporting tech accessories that didn’t seem to be available at even the big electronic 
stores in town. I soon realised a wide variety of them were easily available in some online stores. That’s what 
converted me to a habitual online shopper. - Raj, Software Consultant in Pune

Apart from expecting attractive discounts, Indian consumers who are frequent Internet users  cite  convenience  
as  a  reason  to  shop online. In fact, more than one-third say they find this mode of shopping convenient.

Another factor luring shoppers online is the unavailability of the desired stock keeping units (SKU) in physical 
stores. In fact, a third of fashion users buy items online because the exact products they’re looking for are not 
available at brick-and-mortar stores.

I have several young nieces and whenever i visited them, i would have to make a trip to the local cloth market and 
buy salwar-kameez material sets. Then my neighbour pointed out that i can get a wide variety of them online at a 
discount, and have them delivered at home. Her assurance that she has never had reason to doubt the quality and 
authenticity either, prompted me to give it a try. Now i swear by it too. - Mrs. Menon, Homemaker

HOW DO ONLINE SHOPPERS CHOOSE E-TAILERS?
The crucial question for marketers of e-tailing companies is how  to ensure consumers will remain loyal to their  
marketplace  or  online store. According to our study, online shoppers are loyal to e-commerce brands, but are 
willing to  experiment.

When asked for specific reasons behind choosing a particular e-tailer, more than half of the consumers we 
spoke to said they bought from the same website they frequent, displaying an  increase in  the  number of  loyal 
customers.

A SHIFT FROM ‘ROPO’
In a clear indication of abating apprehensions surrounding online shopping, the frequency of consumers 
researching offline before purchasing online (ROPO), has reduced significantly. Concerns like authenticity of 
products purchased online and the need to try certain categories for size, are dwindling as  time goes by.

The rate at which online buyers regularly try a product in-store before buying online has dropped from 18% in 
2014 to 13%.

FESTIVALS AND THE ONLINE SHOPPER
Social media is a popular forum that brands can use to drive sales and festive-season promotions with 
consumers. For example, conversations on social media soared  during  Diwali  and  Christmas  sales,  as  well as 
during promotion events like the recent Google Online Shopping Festival  and  the Flipkart Super Women Week.

In 2014, brands and marketers increased their sales and  marketing efforts around the festival periods and  
national  holidays.  Now,  as digital continues to permeate the retail realm, e-commerce players are pushing the 
usage of mobile apps  through  added  discounts,  which has boosted app installations  around  days  on  which  
sales  were held. In certain instances, app downloads as much as tripled during sale periods.

Thanks to all the action around sales and promotion periods, the resultant spike in brand metrics like 
awareness, consideration and improved imagery has fuelled an increase in equity for e-tailers. As a result, 
festivals and brand-created “created events” have proven to be win-win arrangements  for  e-tailers and 
consumers.

WHERE IS THE NEXT ONLINE SHOPPER GOING TO COME FROM?
Traditional barriers to shopping online are fading, implying that brands can explore areas beyond the metro 
areas for growth opportunities. Moreover, consumers are no longer as concerned about product authenticity, 
cost and online payment, as they were a year ago.

When we look at growth areas, consumers from Tier 2 cities are leading the charge. In fact, over the past year, 
shoppers in these cities have dramatically shed many of the concerns they previously had about shopping online. 

The e-tailing industry is going  as  far  as  to  say  that Tier 2 may soon become the Tier 1 of online shopping with 
factors like advertising, affordability and trust –  driving   adoption.

59% of tier 2 online shoppers, as opposed to 47% in tier 1, indicated that online advertisements were a key reason 
to purchase online. Only last year, the two reflected similar levels of 38%, indicating that tier 2 is outpacing tier 1.

Factors like the speedy adoption of the Internet and declining concerns around shopping online, promise to bring  
good  tidings  for  e-tailers. The task now is to perfect the go-to-market strategy in light of the fact that brands are 
rushing to make the most of this trend.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
The following issue of Featured Insights has excerpts from Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track – Etailing and Fashion, a quarterly report aimed at understanding the e-tailing category and the changing 
consumer behaviour in the e-commerce

space. The data and insights have been derived from a survey with a base of 4500 online shoppers conducted 
across 12 markets - Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, 
Bhubaneswar, Vishakhapatnam and Patna.

“Start-ups are driven by innovation”
– Anu Acharya

An entrepreneur who started her journey in the telecom and IT sectors, Anu Acharya, is well-regarded for her 
contribution to genomics research, mainly through her molecular diagnostics company Mapmygenome. In an 
exclusive interview to Thinking Aloud, Anu talks about the start-up environment and what it takes to scale-up a 
start-up and become a successful entrepreneur.  

TA: Amongst the legal registration hassles, funding & resources, what are the perceptions that matter the 
most to kick off a startup?
AA: : It’s the team with the right attitude and a vision that matter the most. A shoestring budget is often a norm 
in the start-up environment. Today, there are firms to which you can outsource the legal registration process. 
Without the right resources, however, realizing your ideas and plans becomes difficult. Start-ups are driven by 
innovation, and if you are not able to execute your ideas at the right time, there is someone better out there. 

TA: Start-up guidance is all about encouraging the urge of budding entrepreneurs & channeling their 
start-up aspirations. Share your kind thoughts about capturing the attention of the investors.
AA: Before you go to an investor, do the groundwork. First build the product right and get your first few 
customers. Grow your network and build relationships. Identify potential investors after due diligence. Perfect 
your pitch and work on your presentation. Meet the investors with confidence and the right attitude.

Anu Acharya
Founder & CEO, 
Mapmygenome
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Understanding the Indian e-commerce consumer and the trends that are shaping the future 
•  Consumers in developing markets show willingness to use digital retailing options.

•  For online shoppers, the mobile phone has become the device of choice for accessing the Internet, with 75%  
 of users indicating that they prefer using them.

•  Most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by advertising, peer inf luence and recommendations.

The Internet has transformed the way consumers transact for their daily needs - be it ordering food, booking 
movie tickets or even booking a cab. Online shopping is one category which has witnessed unprecedented 
growth in the last 2 years. This revolution is largely led by innovations which in many ways are unique to India 
as compared to rest of the world.

Lack of credit card penetration, poor infrastructure, etc. for many years hindered the growth of this category. 
Despite all these challenges, online retailers have been proactive enough to come up with solutions to 
overcome these hurdles.

Cash on delivery as a concept is unheard of in  many  markets  and  has been a big driver for trial. Also, instead 
of investing in building in house delivery team, brands have been working on tie-ups with grocery stores, India 
post etc. to increase their delivery reach. There are many more such examples of innovation and customer 
centricity which is driving success for  Online  shopping  sites  and Apps  in India.

What is interesting to note is the emergence of category specific online shopping sites viz. Grocery, Jewellery, 
Spectacles and Lens, etc. which is also fuelling the  growth.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE
Globally, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing  sectors.  
As consumers warm up to the digital world, the  notion  of  
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the future. According to Nielsen’s recent Future of Grocery 
report, the figures  in  the Asia-Pacific  stand  at  60% on an 
average, those in Latin America stand at 60%, and the Africa 
and Middle-East  regions  show 59%.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS A SAY
The chatter around e-commerce on  social  media,  including  
positive and negative messages, has increased over the last 
year. Consequently, brands have become more focused on 
addressing issues voiced by consumers and proactively 
engaging with them. The efforts by  the brands - Myntra, 
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, Snapdeal etc., on  social media have 
paid off as fan and follower bases have doubled, and unique 
user interactions have grown a whopping 76 times over a 
one-year period.

For e-tailers, unique user interactions on social media have grown 76 times over a one-year period.

UNDERSTANDING THE E-COMMERCE CONSUMER
Recent usage patterns clearly indicate  that  a  significant  chunk  of Indian online shoppers access the Internet 
primarily on their mobile phones. According to the report Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track  on  Ecommerce,  Indian  consumers  now  prefer using their smartphone to access the Internet over their 
laptops and desktops. Moreover, as the market matures, consumers seem to be becoming increasingly 
comfortable with carrying out even intensive online activities like mobile banking and shopping, directly from 
their smartphones.

WHAT’S DRIVING ONLINE SHOPPING?
Regardless of which device consumers choose, most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by 
advertising, peer influence and recommendations.

I consistently saw colleagues sporting tech accessories that didn’t seem to be available at even the big electronic 
stores in town. I soon realised a wide variety of them were easily available in some online stores. That’s what 
converted me to a habitual online shopper. - Raj, Software Consultant in Pune

Apart from expecting attractive discounts, Indian consumers who are frequent Internet users  cite  convenience  
as  a  reason  to  shop online. In fact, more than one-third say they find this mode of shopping convenient.

Another factor luring shoppers online is the unavailability of the desired stock keeping units (SKU) in physical 
stores. In fact, a third of fashion users buy items online because the exact products they’re looking for are not 
available at brick-and-mortar stores.

I have several young nieces and whenever i visited them, i would have to make a trip to the local cloth market and 
buy salwar-kameez material sets. Then my neighbour pointed out that i can get a wide variety of them online at a 
discount, and have them delivered at home. Her assurance that she has never had reason to doubt the quality and 
authenticity either, prompted me to give it a try. Now i swear by it too. - Mrs. Menon, Homemaker

HOW DO ONLINE SHOPPERS CHOOSE E-TAILERS?
The crucial question for marketers of e-tailing companies is how  to ensure consumers will remain loyal to their  
marketplace  or  online store. According to our study, online shoppers are loyal to e-commerce brands, but are 
willing to  experiment.

When asked for specific reasons behind choosing a particular e-tailer, more than half of the consumers we 
spoke to said they bought from the same website they frequent, displaying an  increase in  the  number of  loyal 
customers.

A SHIFT FROM ‘ROPO’
In a clear indication of abating apprehensions surrounding online shopping, the frequency of consumers 
researching offline before purchasing online (ROPO), has reduced significantly. Concerns like authenticity of 
products purchased online and the need to try certain categories for size, are dwindling as  time goes by.

The rate at which online buyers regularly try a product in-store before buying online has dropped from 18% in 
2014 to 13%.

FESTIVALS AND THE ONLINE SHOPPER
Social media is a popular forum that brands can use to drive sales and festive-season promotions with 
consumers. For example, conversations on social media soared  during  Diwali  and  Christmas  sales,  as  well as 
during promotion events like the recent Google Online Shopping Festival  and  the Flipkart Super Women Week.

In 2014, brands and marketers increased their sales and  marketing efforts around the festival periods and  
national  holidays.  Now,  as digital continues to permeate the retail realm, e-commerce players are pushing the 
usage of mobile apps  through  added  discounts,  which has boosted app installations  around  days  on  which  
sales  were held. In certain instances, app downloads as much as tripled during sale periods.

Thanks to all the action around sales and promotion periods, the resultant spike in brand metrics like 
awareness, consideration and improved imagery has fuelled an increase in equity for e-tailers. As a result, 
festivals and brand-created “created events” have proven to be win-win arrangements  for  e-tailers and 
consumers.

WHERE IS THE NEXT ONLINE SHOPPER GOING TO COME FROM?
Traditional barriers to shopping online are fading, implying that brands can explore areas beyond the metro 
areas for growth opportunities. Moreover, consumers are no longer as concerned about product authenticity, 
cost and online payment, as they were a year ago.

When we look at growth areas, consumers from Tier 2 cities are leading the charge. In fact, over the past year, 
shoppers in these cities have dramatically shed many of the concerns they previously had about shopping online. 

The e-tailing industry is going  as  far  as  to  say  that Tier 2 may soon become the Tier 1 of online shopping with 
factors like advertising, affordability and trust –  driving   adoption.

59% of tier 2 online shoppers, as opposed to 47% in tier 1, indicated that online advertisements were a key reason 
to purchase online. Only last year, the two reflected similar levels of 38%, indicating that tier 2 is outpacing tier 1.

Factors like the speedy adoption of the Internet and declining concerns around shopping online, promise to bring  
good  tidings  for  e-tailers. The task now is to perfect the go-to-market strategy in light of the fact that brands are 
rushing to make the most of this trend.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
The following issue of Featured Insights has excerpts from Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track – Etailing and Fashion, a quarterly report aimed at understanding the e-tailing category and the changing 
consumer behaviour in the e-commerce

space. The data and insights have been derived from a survey with a base of 4500 online shoppers conducted 
across 12 markets - Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, 
Bhubaneswar, Vishakhapatnam and Patna.

TA: We believe that Start-ups are all about building habit-forming products & services. What's your take on it?
AA: We do so literally...

At Mapmygenome, we build healthy habits through our DNA-based personalized healthcare solutions. Every 
customer gets a session with our genetic counsellors, who correlate genetic reports health history and 
recommend the best suited action plan to build healthy habits.

Be it wearable technology, food delivery, or taxi booking, many start-ups have contributed to lifestyle changes. 
Start-ups today know the power of continual customer engagement. 

Our aim is to continually engage with consumers on their habits over a long period of time and track their health.

TA: How would you address the ways to gain market share, enhance brand recognition & differentiating 
a brand in the start-up eco-system? Any valuable points would you like to add?  
AA: Constant innovation - in the product, marketing efforts, and user experience - is the best route to generate 
consumer interest. Unlike earlier times, the digital space gives us many new options to reach out.

Strategic partnerships also matter. They help reach new segments of people. At Mapmygenome, partnering 
with healthcare providers has always been part of our strategy.

TA: New-age Indian Start-ups are on a path of revolutionizing the industry. Any entrepreneurial clichés 
that you would want them to get beyond?
AA: New-age Indian Start-ups are supported by next-generation workforce - their attitudes, style of working, 
and thought process may not always conform to the “normal”. A smart entrepreneur respects this difference 
and gets the best performance out of them. 

TA: Established bigwigs in the industry still prefer traditional spends rather than digital spends. How big 
a role would digital play in the success of Indian start-ups?
AA: Digital spends are a great way for start-ups to gain foothold in the market. Statistics speak of increased 
mobile usage and digitalization. Digital marketing is the fastest way to reach a right audience at the right time. 
If a product has built in virality- it doesn’t need traditional marketing.

TA: Finally, can you share some light on the way forward for mapmygenome? What are your plans to scale 
up to the next level?
AA: : Currently, we are focused on creating customer delight and finding out what other genetic products that 
customers and physicians would want. We are also expanding our team and now have a presence in 6 cities. We 
are also planning another round of fund raise to build on our R&D capabilities and scale up operations 
dramatically.
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Understanding the Indian e-commerce consumer and the trends that are shaping the future 
•  Consumers in developing markets show willingness to use digital retailing options.

•  For online shoppers, the mobile phone has become the device of choice for accessing the Internet, with 75%  
 of users indicating that they prefer using them.

•  Most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by advertising, peer inf luence and recommendations.

The Internet has transformed the way consumers transact for their daily needs - be it ordering food, booking 
movie tickets or even booking a cab. Online shopping is one category which has witnessed unprecedented 
growth in the last 2 years. This revolution is largely led by innovations which in many ways are unique to India 
as compared to rest of the world.

Lack of credit card penetration, poor infrastructure, etc. for many years hindered the growth of this category. 
Despite all these challenges, online retailers have been proactive enough to come up with solutions to 
overcome these hurdles.

Cash on delivery as a concept is unheard of in  many  markets  and  has been a big driver for trial. Also, instead 
of investing in building in house delivery team, brands have been working on tie-ups with grocery stores, India 
post etc. to increase their delivery reach. There are many more such examples of innovation and customer 
centricity which is driving success for  Online  shopping  sites  and Apps  in India.

What is interesting to note is the emergence of category specific online shopping sites viz. Grocery, Jewellery, 
Spectacles and Lens, etc. which is also fuelling the  growth.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE
Globally, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing  sectors.  
As consumers warm up to the digital world, the  notion  of  
“going shopping” is changing. What  is  significant  for  
marketers  in  India  is that consumers in developing markets 
express the most willingness to use digital retailing options in 
the future. According to Nielsen’s recent Future of Grocery 
report, the figures  in  the Asia-Pacific  stand  at  60% on an 
average, those in Latin America stand at 60%, and the Africa 
and Middle-East  regions  show 59%.

SOCIAL MEDIA HAS A SAY
The chatter around e-commerce on  social  media,  including  
positive and negative messages, has increased over the last 
year. Consequently, brands have become more focused on 
addressing issues voiced by consumers and proactively 
engaging with them. The efforts by  the brands - Myntra, 
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, Snapdeal etc., on  social media have 
paid off as fan and follower bases have doubled, and unique 
user interactions have grown a whopping 76 times over a 
one-year period.

For e-tailers, unique user interactions on social media have grown 76 times over a one-year period.

UNDERSTANDING THE E-COMMERCE CONSUMER
Recent usage patterns clearly indicate  that  a  significant  chunk  of Indian online shoppers access the Internet 
primarily on their mobile phones. According to the report Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track  on  Ecommerce,  Indian  consumers  now  prefer using their smartphone to access the Internet over their 
laptops and desktops. Moreover, as the market matures, consumers seem to be becoming increasingly 
comfortable with carrying out even intensive online activities like mobile banking and shopping, directly from 
their smartphones.

WHAT’S DRIVING ONLINE SHOPPING?
Regardless of which device consumers choose, most online shopping decisions are being primarily driven by 
advertising, peer influence and recommendations.

I consistently saw colleagues sporting tech accessories that didn’t seem to be available at even the big electronic 
stores in town. I soon realised a wide variety of them were easily available in some online stores. That’s what 
converted me to a habitual online shopper. - Raj, Software Consultant in Pune

Apart from expecting attractive discounts, Indian consumers who are frequent Internet users  cite  convenience  
as  a  reason  to  shop online. In fact, more than one-third say they find this mode of shopping convenient.

Another factor luring shoppers online is the unavailability of the desired stock keeping units (SKU) in physical 
stores. In fact, a third of fashion users buy items online because the exact products they’re looking for are not 
available at brick-and-mortar stores.

I have several young nieces and whenever i visited them, i would have to make a trip to the local cloth market and 
buy salwar-kameez material sets. Then my neighbour pointed out that i can get a wide variety of them online at a 
discount, and have them delivered at home. Her assurance that she has never had reason to doubt the quality and 
authenticity either, prompted me to give it a try. Now i swear by it too. - Mrs. Menon, Homemaker

HOW DO ONLINE SHOPPERS CHOOSE E-TAILERS?
The crucial question for marketers of e-tailing companies is how  to ensure consumers will remain loyal to their  
marketplace  or  online store. According to our study, online shoppers are loyal to e-commerce brands, but are 
willing to  experiment.

When asked for specific reasons behind choosing a particular e-tailer, more than half of the consumers we 
spoke to said they bought from the same website they frequent, displaying an  increase in  the  number of  loyal 
customers.

A SHIFT FROM ‘ROPO’
In a clear indication of abating apprehensions surrounding online shopping, the frequency of consumers 
researching offline before purchasing online (ROPO), has reduced significantly. Concerns like authenticity of 
products purchased online and the need to try certain categories for size, are dwindling as  time goes by.

The rate at which online buyers regularly try a product in-store before buying online has dropped from 18% in 
2014 to 13%.

FESTIVALS AND THE ONLINE SHOPPER
Social media is a popular forum that brands can use to drive sales and festive-season promotions with 
consumers. For example, conversations on social media soared  during  Diwali  and  Christmas  sales,  as  well as 
during promotion events like the recent Google Online Shopping Festival  and  the Flipkart Super Women Week.

In 2014, brands and marketers increased their sales and  marketing efforts around the festival periods and  
national  holidays.  Now,  as digital continues to permeate the retail realm, e-commerce players are pushing the 
usage of mobile apps  through  added  discounts,  which has boosted app installations  around  days  on  which  
sales  were held. In certain instances, app downloads as much as tripled during sale periods.

Thanks to all the action around sales and promotion periods, the resultant spike in brand metrics like 
awareness, consideration and improved imagery has fuelled an increase in equity for e-tailers. As a result, 
festivals and brand-created “created events” have proven to be win-win arrangements  for  e-tailers and 
consumers.

WHERE IS THE NEXT ONLINE SHOPPER GOING TO COME FROM?
Traditional barriers to shopping online are fading, implying that brands can explore areas beyond the metro 
areas for growth opportunities. Moreover, consumers are no longer as concerned about product authenticity, 
cost and online payment, as they were a year ago.

When we look at growth areas, consumers from Tier 2 cities are leading the charge. In fact, over the past year, 
shoppers in these cities have dramatically shed many of the concerns they previously had about shopping online. 

The e-tailing industry is going  as  far  as  to  say  that Tier 2 may soon become the Tier 1 of online shopping with 
factors like advertising, affordability and trust –  driving   adoption.

59% of tier 2 online shoppers, as opposed to 47% in tier 1, indicated that online advertisements were a key reason 
to purchase online. Only last year, the two reflected similar levels of 38%, indicating that tier 2 is outpacing tier 1.

Factors like the speedy adoption of the Internet and declining concerns around shopping online, promise to bring  
good  tidings  for  e-tailers. The task now is to perfect the go-to-market strategy in light of the fact that brands are 
rushing to make the most of this trend.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
The following issue of Featured Insights has excerpts from Bricks to Clicks: Nielsen’s Syndicated Brand Health 
Track – Etailing and Fashion, a quarterly report aimed at understanding the e-tailing category and the changing 
consumer behaviour in the e-commerce

space. The data and insights have been derived from a survey with a base of 4500 online shoppers conducted 
across 12 markets - Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune, Ahmedabad, Ludhiana, 
Bhubaneswar, Vishakhapatnam and Patna.

Wearable Device for Women Safety
By Saurabh Vij, CEO, GTI Labs

We at GTI Labs have invented a wearable safety device for women at IIT Delhi. It’s a wearable smart device for 
women safety which sync's with the user's smartphone and can send across their GPS location in real time to 
friends, family and police. We call it "SYNC" and our design & development philosophy is very different from any 
of the current SOS devices available in the market.

Unlike any other SOS device, we designed it in a way that the user would use the device everyday so that it 
doesn’t end up becoming a dead SOS device which might/might not work in the actual scenario because of low 
battery or forget ability issue from the user if they don’t use the device on a regular basis. 

To achieve this, we incorporated smart features, which help the user receive all their smartphone notifications 
on the device, and it helps the user to control their smartphone’s music and camera too. So a user can also click 
a selfie and control music with our device. To achieve our target of making this a regularly usable device, we also 
added basic fitness features into it, which provides the user with their regular fitness data.

It was built and designed keeping women and their needs from grounds up. SYNC is interchangeable and can 
fit inside custom designed jewelry like pendant & bracelets and regular bands. So the user doesn’t need to stick 
with one piece of jewelry to use our technology.

Using SYNC, a user would never miss any call or notifications since it glows up different LED combinations and 
vibrates whenever a notification (Like a call, message, Whatsapp) is received.

This is our first step towards the IOT and we are going to build an eco-system of products around SYNC to 
integrate more into a user's life.

What is the Motivation behind it?
The 2012 rape case made a lot of people furious including me and my friend (Co-Founder) Dinesh to take some 
action and finding a solution to this gruesome problem faced by every women in the country. We pitched our 
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idea to the DEITY (MCIT) for R&D capital to materialize the idea. DEITY gave us a task to convince a professor in 
some reputed University/College to help us in developing the product. After about a 30 rejections, Professor 
Balakrishnan at IIT Delhi helped us in raising funds from DEITY. This helped us in developing a lot of prototypes 
and we are now ready with the final product.

What is the USP and differentiator, what sets us apart from competition?
Our SOS system is designed to cover the highest number of use cases. It also comes with live audio streaming 
so that someone in danger can send across a lot of information about the criminal and the responders can 
easily listen to all the details in real time. The responders can chat among themselves during the SOS session to 
co-ordinate and reach the victim's spot quickly. They can also invite new users into the session if someone is 
nearby the victim. Imagine your friend is in danger and you can't reach him/her at that time, so by using our 
system, you can invite someone else in the session who could be nearby and trustworthy to help out your friend 
at that moment.

We are also tying up with a lot of backend service partners to provide “on the spot” marshal kind services for 
personal security.

Audio Streaming and backend service integration is quite innovative and is our USP but we do have more 
important features, which sets us apart from any other competitor currently.

It is not just an SOS device, it has been designed to become an integral part of our lives. Users can receive their 
smartphone notifications directly on the device and it also works as a fitness and activity tracker.

So we are not just security, we are here to improve a users life with better security and fitness activities. By 
adding fitness and notifications, we have made SYNC more adoptable for the users to make it a part of their 
daily lives.

The Mission
India is a big market and this is a huge problem. We are on a mission to save 10 Million lives in the next 2 years 
with SYNC.

Future plans
In short term, to save 10 Million lives in the next 2 years with SYNC and in long term, to create a company like 
Google which can have a great impact on the world. To build a company which can have a Google X kind lab to 
venture into and solve more interesting and exciting problems like artificial intelligence, Nano satellites, 
Wireless power transmission, Nuclear Fusion and many more.

At the end, I just want to say that “Life is really too short to do small things and if people are not laughing at your 
dreams then your dreams are too small.”
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MyiCourse.com – Redefining
Learning Management Systems

MyiCourse.com is a online learning management system which allows user to create their own sub-domain on 
our portal & using this sub-domain they can create online courses using our platform. The platform has simple 
& usable content creator where user can create courses using videos, audio, images & test for example if user 
is a programmer & good in HTML5 then using our platform he can create his own online courses & then can sale 
them or can share them free with their own audience. On our portal user is the owner of their own content.

The portal has two types of online school/college - private & public. Using public school/college, user can sale 
their course for free if they are not charging for that but if they are charging for their courses then they have to 
enable the payment gateway on their site which provides by us & they are using PayPal for now but soon will 
have Indian payment gateway implemented. 

For the private site, user can choose their own selected audience, no one can access their courses without 
having permission from the college owner side. for example, if you are the HR person of the company & have 
some basic norm & procedure which you want to tell your new employees, using the portal one can create an 
online course for the all new employees & can ask them to check them.

They also have affiliate course options which mean one can sale courses on other myicourse.com sub-domain 
sites also.

The portal is accessed from all over the world and till now have 10,000 unique visitor every month, and has 
around 3000 instructors, 0.15 million user base, 4000 online School/Colleges & more than 5000 listed courses.
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Niki, the modern day genie - AI
powered bot, that’s revolutionizing
ordering experience through chat
By niki.ai Team

Instant gratification has always eluded us and it has just been a word for fiction or poetry and even the best 
advancements in the technology couldn’t deliver it. Though instant gratification in every aspect isn’t good & research 
says that delayed gratification results in improved life satisfaction, it’s of no harm & highly fruitful to have this elusive 
thing when it comes to ordering or buying experience. Here’s a technology fueled genie that does just that. Niki is an 
Artificial Intelligence powered bot (mobile app) that helps you get instant gratification via chat - just ask the bot 
whatever you’d like to have, she’s gonna get things done for you (currently recharge, cabs and postpaid bills). Niki is 
smart enough to suggest various options, recommend the apt things based on your preferences and do all the 
handling for you as per your quirky commands!

Most of you run into 2G network for a fairly good amount of time – Niki understands that and has set out to address 
the same. It’s a very light app (approx. 5 mb) with a simple chat interface and a few power buttons & dynamic 
controls. Niki’s simple built ensures that every user has a seamless experience even on erratic networks, making it as 
simple as WhatsApp! And that’s the philosophy that drives Niki – to bring convenience and simplicity in our lives, and 
do things fast, really fast. She is there for you 24x7, helping you book cabs whenever and wherever you are stuck, 
making sure your mobile has calling balance, data packs for browsing and more - thus keeping you closer to your 
loved ones! It even helps you pay your bills on the go! Niki makes sure that it learns from your ordering history … well 
the magic called AI is finally here, and it has taken a form of a bot called Niki.

And, here’s the real cachet - Niki gets to learn more & more about you as you keep interacting with her, much as it 
would happen in a relation with a fellow human, its just a little more smarter and consistent with Niki. She could be 
your digital best friend meeting your ordering needs at your beck. Created by IIT Kharagpur alumni, Niki is first of it’s 
kind chatbot app that aspires to performs a variety of tasks ranging from mobile recharge to airline ticketing over 
time. In the first phase of launch, it has three major services - Recharge, Cab booking & Postpaid bill payment, that 
are catered end-to-end. Need more services? This is just the beginning! Niki aspires to be one stop solution for all of 
your ordering needs - a personal assistant of choice for one and all. Stay tuned at niki.ai! 

Getting on to the tech aspects of the app, it’s an AI powered bot that works on NLP (Natural Language Processing). 
By the built, Niki understands human language in the context of products and services she provides. Learning from 
users’ interaction - the choices and the preferences made by the users in their previous set of transactions helps Niki 
shoot apt and personalized recommendations. Whatever that be, this advanced tech app has potential to be the 
next big thing. How it shapes up - only time will tell !
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Online Exams in the K-12 space 
the next big thing

By Partha Halder, Academic Head– FIITJEE Group

We are living in an environment where in we see major competitive exams for school students are going online. For 
example KVPY, BITSAT, VITEEE & JEE Main(which is optional at the moment) is online. More is expected to follow suit 
in the coming years. The day is not very far when all major competitive exams will go online. Precisely because it is 
easy to administer, manage, evaluate and publish results. More so the application process & distribution of admit 
cards has also gone online.

More than 3 Lakhs school students appear for various competitive exams in online form every year. Few of the 
exams are optional though. But this figure can witness a sharp rise when the optional online exams are mandatorily 
converted to an online form. For example, if JEE Main becomes mandatorily online then 13 Lakhs students add up 
straight away to the total online test takers number. With the global online training and assessment market is 
expected to reach over USD 100 bn very soon (as per research data), it is imperative that it will have very strong 
cascading effect in India. Though we are seeing huge action in this space but it is surely going to be – “the next big 
thing” in the next 3-5 years window.

The Indian start-up fraternity were quick to identify this opportunity and have started flooding the market with ideas, 
products & services with the hope of monetizing. The core focus by these start-ups has been on “how to make the 

life of aspirants easy”. What has been a BIG miss is the relevance of their product and/or their service. A very little has 
been done to ascertain “what a student needs, to crack a competitive exam”. Content plays a very crucial role here 
along with the test interface. Let us clinically evaluate the situation with an example

Let’s say a student is preparing for JEE and decides to appear for JEE Main in an online form. By doing so, the student 
will have to adopt a huge tactical change in approaching the paper. Since writing a test in paper form is absolutely 
different from appearing the same test in online form. A test taker has to :
•  Get acclimatized in an online form
•  Increase efficiency by managing time
•  Increase their eye span for reading questions from screen
•  Manage fatigue which often results out of sitting for long duration in front of a computer doing serious work
•  Manage body clock

For an online assessment-service provider the key focus area is to create a platform that addresses the
•  Relevance of questions from target exam perspective
•  The test Interface
•  The Test environment
•  Manoeuvring tools within the test
•  Font size of questions & color scheme
•  Placement of timer & answer options on screen etc

Hence a testing platform has to be completely in sync with the actual test environment

The other objective of “online assessment” has to address the accuracy and consistency of exam pattern, offer varied 
marking system so that a student is able to handle any kind of surprises (primarily higher negative marking). Finally, 
the testing platform should give out detailed analytics driven performance report which will enable a student to 
comprehend their performance better. It should typically include :
•  Reports that are graphically represented in the form of charts depicting subject wise, chapter wise and topic wise  
 performance
•  Time taken to solve a question – which in a way indicates the student’s proficiency on the topic from which the  
 question was asked
•  Relative performance benchmark – a student’s performance with respect to other students
•  Marks breakdown
•  Accuracy breakdown
•  Rank potential index
•  Success potential index
•  Scope of improvement
•  And finally the All India Rank

Needless to mention that a testing platform should be seen as a supplementary tool for preparation in line with 
actual competitive exam and NOT as a tool what a start-up assumes as is required to make a student’s life easy. At 
the end of the day in a competitive exam one has to perform better than the others. That can only be achieved by 
practicing in a relevant environment for a sustained period of time constantly evaluating the progress and by seeking 
out mentors help to plug loopholes.

myPAT (My Performance Analysis Test) : powered by EDFORA is an online platform for learning through assessment, 
analysis and identification of improvement areas. The system allows an user to set academic goals, build proficiency, 
develop temperament  and most importantly benchmark ones performance with respect to equally talented 
students, PAN India. It has partnered with FIITJEE for content thus enabling the test papers of very high quality with 
high degree of relevance.

Partha Halder
Academic Head, 
FIITJEE Group
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We are living in an environment where in we see major competitive exams for school students are going online. For 
example KVPY, BITSAT, VITEEE & JEE Main(which is optional at the moment) is online. More is expected to follow suit 
in the coming years. The day is not very far when all major competitive exams will go online. Precisely because it is 
easy to administer, manage, evaluate and publish results. More so the application process & distribution of admit 
cards has also gone online.

More than 3 Lakhs school students appear for various competitive exams in online form every year. Few of the 
exams are optional though. But this figure can witness a sharp rise when the optional online exams are mandatorily 
converted to an online form. For example, if JEE Main becomes mandatorily online then 13 Lakhs students add up 
straight away to the total online test takers number. With the global online training and assessment market is 
expected to reach over USD 100 bn very soon (as per research data), it is imperative that it will have very strong 
cascading effect in India. Though we are seeing huge action in this space but it is surely going to be – “the next big 
thing” in the next 3-5 years window.

The Indian start-up fraternity were quick to identify this opportunity and have started flooding the market with ideas, 
products & services with the hope of monetizing. The core focus by these start-ups has been on “how to make the 

life of aspirants easy”. What has been a BIG miss is the relevance of their product and/or their service. A very little has 
been done to ascertain “what a student needs, to crack a competitive exam”. Content plays a very crucial role here 
along with the test interface. Let us clinically evaluate the situation with an example

Let’s say a student is preparing for JEE and decides to appear for JEE Main in an online form. By doing so, the student 
will have to adopt a huge tactical change in approaching the paper. Since writing a test in paper form is absolutely 
different from appearing the same test in online form. A test taker has to :
•  Get acclimatized in an online form
•  Increase efficiency by managing time
•  Increase their eye span for reading questions from screen
•  Manage fatigue which often results out of sitting for long duration in front of a computer doing serious work
•  Manage body clock

For an online assessment-service provider the key focus area is to create a platform that addresses the
•  Relevance of questions from target exam perspective
•  The test Interface
•  The Test environment
•  Manoeuvring tools within the test
•  Font size of questions & color scheme
•  Placement of timer & answer options on screen etc

Hence a testing platform has to be completely in sync with the actual test environment

The other objective of “online assessment” has to address the accuracy and consistency of exam pattern, offer varied 
marking system so that a student is able to handle any kind of surprises (primarily higher negative marking). Finally, 
the testing platform should give out detailed analytics driven performance report which will enable a student to 
comprehend their performance better. It should typically include :
•  Reports that are graphically represented in the form of charts depicting subject wise, chapter wise and topic wise  
 performance
•  Time taken to solve a question – which in a way indicates the student’s proficiency on the topic from which the  
 question was asked
•  Relative performance benchmark – a student’s performance with respect to other students
•  Marks breakdown
•  Accuracy breakdown
•  Rank potential index
•  Success potential index
•  Scope of improvement
•  And finally the All India Rank

Needless to mention that a testing platform should be seen as a supplementary tool for preparation in line with 
actual competitive exam and NOT as a tool what a start-up assumes as is required to make a student’s life easy. At 
the end of the day in a competitive exam one has to perform better than the others. That can only be achieved by 
practicing in a relevant environment for a sustained period of time constantly evaluating the progress and by seeking 
out mentors help to plug loopholes.

myPAT (My Performance Analysis Test) : powered by EDFORA is an online platform for learning through assessment, 
analysis and identification of improvement areas. The system allows an user to set academic goals, build proficiency, 
develop temperament  and most importantly benchmark ones performance with respect to equally talented 
students, PAN India. It has partnered with FIITJEE for content thus enabling the test papers of very high quality with 
high degree of relevance.
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Qwiklo - Be Queueless!

Qwiklo aims at solving the problem of long waiting time spent by customers in queues. It will allow customers 
to order via smartphone and pay cash-lessly for the food/movie tickets/other such products, bypassing the long 
queues completely. The technology will help connect the merchants (cinema/restaurants/stores) with 
customers in real time.

The start-up plan to start with helping people who wish to order food primarily from self-service restaurants 
aiming to provide them with hassle-free customer experience to collect food and simultaneously avail real-time 
offers from the restaurants.

Role of Technology
Surely technology is playing a big role in the venture. In the first phase, Qwiklo will be launched on Android 
platform. Also they are bringing in the Beacon based technology in India for the first time where users will get 
some real-time stuff.

Experience
All the founders have been working in for around more than 1.5 years in IT sector.

How did the idea originate?
The idea originated after realizing that despite so much advancement in technology to make our lives 
convenient, people still have to spend so much time waiting in the queues. Being involved in mobile app 
development, the founders wanted to leverage their expertise to take technology into this area of queue 
management.

What real life problem are they solving?
The main problem of having people not to wait and order ahead either before reaching the restaurants or from 
the table. The main agenda is give people an awesome experience and benefits of being a loyal customer. 
Slowly, Qwiklo will move to other domains of retails, movie tickets etc.

Format of Biz model
This will be currently App only for the customers as the order will be from in/around the restaurants which is 
best suited in App space.

Revenue Stream
This will be similar to other food tech startups and will be based on some commission from the restaurants.

Investments
The team is in talks with some big investors and accelerators.

Roadmap
Initially, the idea is to test this in some specific set of restaurants and improve the product and services further.

About Founders
Shubham Gupta: A techno-freak who loves technology and want to implement it to make life of common man 
easier. Shubham’s  love for code started in School where he used to make basic games using C++. He has done 
B.Tech from Punjab. He wanted to dropout but couldn't, so coding rescued him from the College Studies. He 
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Perry Garg: Spent his childhood in a small town of Bathinda district of Punjab and later years in Bathinda, 
Chandigarh and Delhi/NCR. He has been a very curious child always Gadgets, technology and people are 
important part of his life. 

Jatin Bansal: Loves to code and experiment with the technical stuff. He wishes to use code as a tool to ease 
something like Qwiklo. 

Beginning from collecting small motors and lights from his small electronic toys in his early childhood days, Jatin 
discovered the world of computers. Continuing with software experimenting, he completed schooling from 
Shamrock Christian School, Ludhiana and this is where he first developed his passion to code.

Are You Still In QUEUES??
Be. Queueless!
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